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Title word cross-reference

3 [DOB21], d [KK23], K [AAJ+22], κ [TH21], n [REP22], n × n [TDT+21], t [ZH21].

.eu [GPLK22].


2 [CR21, LSSD22]. 2.0 [DPR+21, ERBL12, NPB12, NB12, PR12, RMB+12, Whe09].


3D-CNN-Based [AWUF19]. 3D-Obstacle [GM20]. 3G [KOJP13]. 3GPP [ACM+19, HAL18, PP22b].
4.0 [AMVM22, BPLBM21, CEZC19, DTL+21, DPR+21, Lei19, LH21b, LBBPM21, MRRMC21, NRPR+21, Pill18, VBWW22, ZCdRR+23]. 40 [WZG+18]. 4G [AMZ+20, CTP+21].

5.0 [MAP23]. 5G [AZH22, AMG22, ACD+22, ASMM22, AMSM23, BKL+22, BTBK21, BCM+19a, CCD+21, CFPM19, CGM+19, DJC+22, FN23, GMS+20, HAL18, JLGF19, KIB+22, KSE+20, LQFI17, LTW21, LCV+17, Mac22, MMF+19, MGV17, MOAI17, MS23, MCH+20, PSM+18, PP22b, ST22, SHC22, SMN22, SAM+18, SP22, VLC+19, WGN23, WWB+20, WUH+23, YHSW19, ZHW23].

5G-Enabled [GMS+20, WUH+23].

5G-ICN [ZHW23].

5G-MEC [WGN23].

5G-V2X [MCH+20]. 5G/Satellite [CFPM19]. 5GCAR [CGM+19]. 5th [HUM+21].


7R [KS14].

802.11 [MSK+18]. 802.16e [SIJA10].

95 [SU17a]. 9th [Bod22].


Allocation
[APAR22, DNZ22, ELCS20, ENT21, GWF+23, HF20, JWRX17, KALY17, KCY22, LTY18, LH21c, LWZL22, OFK19, QAM17, SDM21, SIA10, SXH19, SNH+19, UFK+10, WYS17, WSM20, YPMM12].
Allow [KLKA19].
ALOHA [SVFV23, YLYL22].
Altering [YG20].
Altitude [ZMZ+22].
Alzheimer [DCA23].
Ambalytics [KGRP21].
Ambient [AYH+21, FAC22, GRJ+19].
Ambivalence [Dav12].
American [GS11, LPA+22].
Americans [Smi13].
Amharic [YAV+21].
among [ASFAV23, CGMM22, HS18b, KVL+22].
Amplify [SJG18].
An-Eye-Tracking [PDI21].
Analogy [DGHH+20].
Analyses [KGRP21, KA23].
Analytic [HNHH23, TW20].
Analytical [DG13, EAKM22, GLRM19, LAG+18, SLY+12].
Analytics [AKYP23, AH21, BMS20, CL19, GMMI16, MEH+22, MT20, SPSS17, SJ12, VDSK23, VI16].
Analytics-as-a-Service [GMIM16].
Analyze [CTM19, SG21b].
Analyzing [AMG22, GRG21, JHL+13, LF16, PL22a, VVK+21].
Anchor [VKGM19].
Android [CKK21, CYO+17, DDV22, JHL+13, KAS+20, TP20].
Anemia [RHV17].
Anemia-Like [RHV17].
Angle [AMSM23, ITH+21].
Animal [VCPT22].
Ann [LLYL22].
Annealing [JHL+18].
AnnoMI [WBK+23].
Annotated [RDASB22, WBS23].
Annotation [AWBS23, LPM10, Sor12].
Annotations [HG12].
Annotopia [HG12].
Annotopia-Enabling [HG12].
Announcing [Giu18a].
Annual [Bod22].
Anomalous [CC22a].
Anomaly [CPRS20, GSP15, GK+10, MSN13].
Anonymity [AH21, AAK+22, OKH13].
Anonymization [GM19, MBF+12, TRB22].
Anonymized [ACA20].
Anonymous [BDL22, ZLLW18].
Answering [ZZL23a, ZZZL23b].
Answers [LS15].
Ant [GW15, LW19].
Antecedents [CFG20].
Antenna [CLZ18, PBAAN19, USS19, YBO+23].
Anti [FCL21, HRK21, JHA18, Yiu21a, Yiu21b].
Anti-Collision [JHA18].
Anti-Counterfeiting [Yiu21a, Yiu21b].
Anti-Forensics [FCL21].
Anti-Science [HRK21].
Anticipation [Pin10].
Antisocial [MKJS22].
Anxiety [BBM20].
Any [Mat20].
AODV [SS15].
AOSR [DPR+21].
AP [LTY18].
APBT [ZWW17].
APCO [HP20].
API [AY21, CH16].
APM [dVBA23].
App [GM16, LLLD21, PRDK22, PJMM22].
Appliance [HSM19].
Applicable [LW21].
Application [AJ18, ADM+19].
AV [AV18, AAF+22, ALS20, AGA+22, CCL+22, DDV22, DCH21, DCA23, FOJE19, GIXD19, GBKN23, Goe12, Gro17, HP16, ITH+21, KTC21, KA21, LRdLS19].
MNWK21, OP22, dSRRMC+23, SLP+22, SOB+19, VKV+22, WSF23, ZJX18.

Application-Aware [AJ18].
Application-Partitioning [ADM+19b].

Applied [AWUF19, BdBC23, KT22, RDASB22, SJ12, XJ10].
Applying [HBFJ20, PTK+23, SOSR+16].
Approach [ATY20, ASCM22, ARAAA19, AVA+22, ATH18, AAC21, ACK+16, AIPV21, ABS20, BCNS20, BdCRM10, BC19, BFFZ+12, CZY17, CHW+21, CHMZ21, Cro19, DGADE14, DCA16, DPR+21, DIE+21, DGKL15, FOJE19, FC22, FML+22, GMRRQQ+16, GHFM20, GGD23, GMH18, GRJ+19, GB23, Gro17, HSL+23, JHL+18, KHA21, KG18, LA23, LLZL19, LYD22, LBB22, Mah17, MBH22, MP16, MGB21, MK20, MSC+21, NLPV12, NPMMPM23, OFK19, PCC+18, Pet20, PRS22, Pri10, QAM17, RRM22, RGM+21, SY17c, SYB+18, SGWK23, SW20, SDM22, SF22, SWY+18, SYLL21, TSZ+18, VGBK21, VBWW22, VC23, WLHR13, WKKW18, WWL221, XY21, YHG+21, YYY+21].

Approaches [AIA20, AHS+23, FLWY23, GHA+21, GZC21, GKS10, KGP20, KST19, LW22, LGV13, MHSH16, SVK+22, SE15].
Approximate [ZL14].

ARCOMEM [PCF+14, RDD+14].
Area [BL22, DWZN16, OAG21, SYGY21, YT15].
Areas [HD19, Hel15, OT16, OFK19, USS19, VLRMP21].
ARIB [GK21].
ARIMA [CMP+19].
Assembling [LL20a].
Artwork [LWBM22].
Aspirations [HT14].
Assessing [CS11, GDCM19, HBFJ20, RRLT20].
Assessing [AZV16, DN20, KAL+19, PP22b, RABC21, AAN+21].
Arabic
[ADaq+22, AA19a, ATH18, AAC21, AFAAM19, FGSD22, GMA20].

Arabia
[ADR19, AI21].
ARAAC [QAM17].

ARAAC [QAM17].

ARAAC [QAM17].

ARAAC [QAM17].

ARAAC [QAM17].

ARAAC [QAM17].
SMK+22, TCH18, VL18a, XSX18, EMHF19].

Awareness
[AS19, GWK17, GRJ+19, HSC19, HT14, KKTS22, LCV+17, PR12, SAM+18]. Azure
[RHV17]. Azure-Based [RHV17].

B2C [TLC15]. BA [HJA18, KSO19]. Back
[SLW17]. Back-Off [SLW17]. Backbone
[SMMG13, UFK+10]. Backbones [FPKK22].

Background
[DLWL21, ESB+20, HT1, JLW19].

Backhaul [PP22b, VLC+19]. Bagging
[YYW20]. Baidu [ZLW21]. Balanced
[BdCRM10]. Balancing [ARAAA19, GW15, LW19, LZZ+21, SHBS19]. Ball [LA23].

Band [ACD+22, DDV22, PBAAN19].

Bands [SS23]. Bandwidth
[CR11, ELC+19, LTY18, LWZL22].

Banging [KYT+23]. Bangla [DMS+22].

Bank
[CMS21, LLHW20, LDZ+23, WWYQ19].

Banking [CPM17, OKB23]. Bankruptcy
[LPA+22]. Banks [JAS21]. Banner [PDI21].

BART [LC23]. BART-IT [LC23]. Base
[BZDP19, CPKK23, ENT21, WJBZ22, YPXH19]. Based
[GFHK+12, GL21, GM20, GDAK21, GMH18, GSL20b, GSK10, GK21, GND+10, GHL+23, GRRZ18, GVC13, GMS+20, GAA21, GKW+10, HD19, HCHX16, HK18, Han13, HLZ+18, HHLZ23, HEP+11, HZJW21, HJM+23, HNNH23, HCHP16, HWZ21, HZL23, HKZ+22, HN18, HAL+22, HMR+21, HZC22, HG12, HBMS20, HP19, IFF21, ISLARP+22, ITH+21, JX21, JPLF19, JII17, KKP22a, KSD+23, KAM+19, KST19, KKL+20, KHN+22, KYS21, KE22, KPC19, KK20, KAL+19, KBP22, KMM20, KSO19, KFP10, KHG19, KH19, KKT20, LA23, LWY20, LH21A, LWY+15, LNA17, LWX18, LMK18, L118, LPS18, LW19, LSJ19, LL19, LH19, LS21, LLL21, LSH21, LYL22, LL112, LWL22, LI23, LL21, LLW21, LL16, LXY17, LW18, LCW+18, LHW18, LW21, LCV+17, LHS12, LSM+12, LW15, LBK22, MXT+16, MLPH23, MB22, MBD22, MKS18, MM12, MMC22, MBH22, MMP21, MRRMC21, MGV17]. Based
[MYW19, MMMH19, MK20, MM21, MMK+19, MUS11, NLT+23, NSJG21, OMD+22, OFV21, OT16, OR22, OP22, PCOB21, PPR+20, PLL20, PPM22a, PPMMS19, PPG16, PZ18, P22a, PCC+18, PZC21, PW21, PCM22, PBK22, PYC21, PNM+20, QMN19, RGM+21, RLB+23, RIS+17, RTT20, RBP+17, RRbSS22, RDA22, RGCM21, RAK+20, RVH17, SU17c, SB18, SJG18, SGMR21, SMB23, SHH21, SCA+19, SA21, SF1E18, SW21b, SOB+19, SLZ21, SWC+23, SSR+21, STK21, SDM21, SNKG20, SST23, SM19, SWJ20, SGD19, STR22, SUL22, SKHK23, SLY+12, SZFC18, SZC19, SSX20, SYL21, SMK+22, TTK21, TCB+19, TPKA20, TMP22, TFKY19, TL17, TYH23, TZ22,
Tra18, TKT+18, TZE+21, TCYZ22, USS19, UANU20, VC23, VMD+22, WLH+17, WHXL18, WXY18, WCSS18, WLL+19, WWYQ19, WL20, WSM20, WL20, WX20, WYL+21, WLJM21, WL21, WWD21, WHW22. Based

[WXL22, WL22, WLG+22, WXL+23, WC23, WH21, WS21, WZX+18, WSD22, WZ18, WY19, WC20, WZX20, XGY+22, XDS+19, XGN19, XNC21, XNZ23a, YCS17, YC22, YWW22, WLJM21, WL21, WWD21, WHW22. Based

[WXL22, WL22, WLG+22, WXL+23, WC23, WH21, WS21, WZX+18, WSD22, WZ18, WY19, WC20, WZX20, XGY+22, XDS+19, XGN19, XNC21, XNZ23a, YCS17, YC22, YWW22, WLJM21, WL21, WWD21, WHW22. Based

[WXL22, WL22, WLG+22, WXL+23, WC23, WH21, WS21, WZX+18, WSD22, WZ18, WY19, WC20, WZX20, XGY+22, XDS+19, XGN19, XNC21, XNZ23a, YCS17, YC22, YWW22, WLJM21, WL21, WWD21, WHW22. Based

[WXL22, WL22, WLG+22, WXL+23, WC23, WH21, WS21, WZX+18, WSD22, WZ18, WY19, WC20, WZX20, XGY+22, XDS+19, XGN19, XNC21, XNZ23a, YCS17, YC22, YWW22, WLJM21, WL21, WWD21, WHW22. Based

[WXL22, WL22, WLG+22, WXL+23, WC23, WH21, WS21, WZX+18, WSD22, WZ18, WY19, WC20, WZX20, XGY+22, XDS+19, XGN19, XNC21, XNZ23a, YCS17, YC22, YWW22, WLJM21, WL21, WWD21, WHW22. Based

Blockchains-Based [AHP23, BKCL23, BL22, BDL22, CVG+22, CGLR19, PBK22, SMB23, SW21b, SGDT19].
Blockchains-Enabled [DWL21, SOT23, SPT23, Yu21b].
Blockchain-IoT [CTNS21]. Blockchain-Enabled [HWCL17].
Blockchain-Driven [HNHH23, HF22, LSH21, RF21, SB22, SSF+18, TTKZ19, ZW23].
Blockchain-Supported [AAAT21, CTM22b, HBM+21, LLJ16, MCA23, WLJM21].
Business [CNC+21, FFP+22, GBKN23, HL19, KA23, LSN21, MUS11, RGD2K22, SKM21].
Button [PMK19]. Buzzwords [LLJ22].
Byproduct [BdBCCG21]. Byzantine [CAS+20].

Cache [DNZ22, LNA17, LZZ18, LH21c, YC22, YSEK20, ZW19]. CacheHawkeye [YC22]. Caches [PVM22]. Caching
[DCHM16]. Call [KE22]. Calls [YGQ+22].
Camera [KKL+20, TCH18]. Cameras [XGY22]. Campania [TC21]. Campus
[VCP22]. Can [BCT21, DGG19, EM09, LPM10, MHR21, SJ12, TR22].
Canada [Roy14]. Cancer [OMD+22].
Canny [Vem22]. Capabilities [KKBD10, UFK+10]. Capacity
[ADAB21, WYL18]. Capital [AP21, PKCF21, SMI13]. Capsicum
[AMR+21]. Capsule [KYS21].
Capsule-Based [KYS21]. Captioning
[LH21a]. Capture [HJA18]. Car
[CKK21, HZ+20, HSC+22, ZYLM17]. Car-Following [HZ+20, HSC+22]. Care
[ACBP19, HMR+21, MGFF14, PT+23].
Career [VNJ18]. Cargo [RF23]. Carlo
[PPM21]. Carrier [Lee17a, LWZ+21]. Carry [FOE19, KFF10]. Cars
[GABB19, Gog12]. Cascade
[AD20, IAG+21]. Cascaded [TH21]. Case
[AP21, ADAq+22, CR21, DMS+22, ERB12,
FZI5, FMNS11, Gar12, dPCGMC20, GMM16, HDK+12, Hua15, JHC+20, JP21, KPP+20b, KG18, KDKG22, Kra22, LWBM22, MMF+19, MMH16, MS20, MK20, MTHN22, NZ14, NSJGN21, OLMBRCRC23, PHG+20, RHHN21, SU17b, Sem11, THL21, Uto13, VLM21, WLJM21, ZAV14, ZJX22.

Case-PrepaTec [JP21]. Cases
[AAAM+21, BTS+21, KRSF22, SG19].

CBDCs [JJ21]. CCAM [NMMH+21].


Centerline [DBO21]. Centers
[AJ18, AGC18, SZFC18]. Central [CMS21].


Chaining [AP22, GGG18, MP16]. Chains [GKG19]. Challenge [IP16, LMK18].

Challenge-Based [LMK18]. Challenges

Change [CCCA22, CS11, CFGD20, EM09, MMH16, SLZJ23]. Changed [Den12].

Changes [AZAV22, dSRMC+23].

Changing [JP13, Pet20, SYGY21].

Channel [AAR+19, CBKL22, DNPC+22, DSSM21, HF20, KOJP13, LYY20, LH21a, LNT+23, SJG18, YC22]. Channels
[KKBD10, MR23a, TH21, ZSZ18]. Chaos
[FKZ22]. Character [YWS22].

Character-Level [YWS22].

Characteristics
[AAAM+21, BM19, CGMVdUC19, MC12, VKKA17, WKD22, ZVV12].

Characterization [DNPC+22, HOPGRV21, KIB+22, RMLAZOPC21].

Characters
[RRG+21]. Charger [CCTC23]. Charging
[EAHO21, WHXL18]. Charting [RK+22].

Chatbot [KVVD22, MV20]. Chebyshev
[SST23]. Checking [BFFZ+12]. Checks
[JLW19]. Chemists [KHi10]. Chest
[DDV22, VR21]. Child [SWP+22].

Childhood [HP20, NB12]. Children
[LYMG17, VCJAMN22, ZWS20]. Chilean
[HOPGRV21, China
[HS19, JHC+20, LJ16]. Chinese
[AFAM19, Gao21, JLW19, LXX18, LJJ22, LMP19, WCZ23, WZ18, WZBJ22, Yan17].

Choi [FC19]. Choices [BM14]. Choosing
[BM18]. Choreography [ADG+19].

Choreography-Based [ADG+19].

Chronological [ESB+20]. Clumps [YL21].

Churn [AAC21]. CIAA [TPK20].

CIAA-RepDroid [TPK20]. CIDOC
[FM21]. CIDOC-CRM [FM21]. Cinema
[LL20c]. Ciphertext [SHHM21]. Circuit
[VMD+22]. Circular [WZ18]. Citation
[RCGL19]. Citie [BMS20]. Cities
[AEM+23, BZDP19, BFVM14, GHA+21, Mal20, McK20, MLL+22, OGR+20, PSC19, SNKG20, TWM20, WZL+20, YBMD21].

Citizen [DCA16, JP13, MT20, SMK+22].

Citizen-Centered [SMK+22]. Citizens
[Gar12, OGR+20]. Citizenship [Mar17].

City [AKYP23, BSM22, DTR22, KSD+23, KAM+19, LZ11, LMY21, MMF+19, SSO+19,
ADG+19, Rot12]. Civic [AGN21]. CKMI [CSIS19].
Class [GSL20a, KBP22, SDL+19, YSEK20].
Classification
[ADAg+22, AAE+22, AF22, BPLBM21, BG09, BCPMPW21, CGnCD20, CT20, GB23, HKZ+22, ITH+21, JJFC22, KVST19, KAS+20, LWX18, LLZL19, LBBPM21, MMD22, MDM21, PHG+20, SYB+18, SWD+18, THL21, YYW20, YZZ+20, YGQ+22, YLPW21, ZLYX19, ZGZ+18].
Classification-Based [ITH+21].
Classifications [WXL22].
Classified [BMB23b].
Classifiers
[KAAA22, MAVS20, PCM22, RPB+17].
Classifiers-Based [RPB+17].
Classifying [HP21].
Classmates [ISG20].
Classroom [JPVC21, LF23, PLSF14, hSgLH17, VBWW22].
Clean [Fri13].
Climate [CS11, CH16, SLY+12].
Clinical [GVY+23, YGQ+22].
Cliques [FAB+22].
Clock [DDZ18, HHNH23].
Clock-Based [HHNH23].
Closing [AMZ+20].
Cloud [AJ18, AH22, ADM+19b, AMAJ12, AAY21, AAMD21, AWSA23, AK22, AAA+19, AGC18, AD18, BSEL20, BB17, BCM+19b, CBRS21, CVG+22, DGD+19, DCHM16, DVED20, Dua21, ELC+19, ELS20, FRLS12, FYWS16, FBCO15, GW15, GL21, GDARM18, GMH18, GHL22, GMM16, HSI+22, HWZP18, HC21, HWCH12, IIOW16, JI17, KCY22, KLZ16, Kra22, LKIL19, LZS18, LFGR20, MSc19, MNN19, MSIP20, NLPV12, OPGH23, PPKS21, PdRB19, PN+20, QAM17, RGMF12, SHHM20, SOR16, Su22, TXJ23, VFFH19, WCSZ18, WXL+23, YCS17, YJSL18, ZSS+22].
Cloud-API-Based [AAY21].
Cloud-Based [AK22, CBRS21, GL21, PN+20, ZSS+22].
Cloud-Edge [DVED20].
Cloud-Edge-End [WXL+23].
Cloud-Enabled [CVG+22].
Cloud-Native [Dua21, Kra22].
Cloud-to-Thing [BSEL20].
Clouds [DGD+19, SMK+22, XCSM18].
Clubs [TCG19].
Cluster [JOL22, Jeo20].
Clustered [KKE17].
Clustering [ARAA19, ASBC22, BOB+20, BZNB23, CLC+22, CCKH21, CT21, FAT19, LOL21, TZ22, YW16, YWW+19, ZQCC16].
Clusters [PL22b, TXJ23, VLPR20].
CM [PLA17].
CMOs [KPP+20b].
CMRS [PLA17].
CMS [LG20].
CMSTW'2021 [Bod22].
CNN [AWUF19, CT20, GMA20, LBK22, PRDK22, PW21, SJ21, YLJ+19, ZLXY19, ZWPL19, ZGZ+18].
CNN-LSTM [GMA20].
CNNs [DSM21].
Co [BMB23b, CGMM22, FHS+10, GLH+22, KKG20, KOJP13, KA23, TLV23].
Co-Authorship [CGMM22].
Co-Channel [KOJP13].
Co-Creation [TLV23].
Co-Design [BMB23b].
Co-Engineering [KKG20].
Co-Operation [FHS+10].
Co-Simulation [GLH+22].
Co-Word [KA23].
Coarse [WJBZ22].
Coarse-to-Fine [WJBZ22].
Cobot [SU17b, SU17c].
Code [AKAS22, KRSF22, SKHK23, YLJ+19, dCdPC+21].
Code-Based [SKHK23].
Codecs [WLYL20].
Coded [AKYP23, SVFY23].
Codes [PTM20].
Coding [BK11+19, CCKH21, EMHF19, GVC13, LW15, MTA+20, NBT22, QZCC16].
Coding-Aware [LW15].
Coexistence [SRM21].
Cognition [FHS+10, KI20].
Cognitive
[AMF+10, AKJB20, Bi14, CZK+17, CS22, FAB+22, FM16, KLT17, Ler16, Min20, NIK+21, Pri10, RRS20, SAL21, SS23, SN23, WWYQ19, ZCZ17, ZSS18].
Coherent [AAR+19, AD20, DDZ18, GLW+19].
Coin [IPL+18].
Coined [YKC19].
CoKnowEMe [AALS21].
Cold [CDM23].
Collaborates [OY19].
Collaboration
[CGMM22, Del23, MSR+14, Nil12, RMB+12].
Collaborations [LSN21].
Collaborative
[AK19, ADG+19, CBRS21, ERBL12, FGBMG19, GDLG18, GGCY20, HK18,
Connectivity [GHFM20, NMH+21, VC19, Zaf12].

Conscious [CDD+21]. Consensus [CCA+20, CAS+20, KK21, KK23, LLW+17, QXC+21, WLL20, XCW+22, XNC21].

Consensuses [AMEF21]. Consent [Pic21].

Consequences [BM19, Ler16].

Conservation [NPB12]. Considerations [RRAGMMGG20]. Considered [SE15].

Considering [FZ15].

Contents [BCG10]. Contests [Yan19].

Context [AA19a, BN14, Cap12, CSL+20, CDD+21, IP16, KC19, KA23, LNA17, LH21c, MAW+19, MOAI17, MMS+19, PDTM15, PPGC16, PSC19, PW21, BNK+23, SMK+22, ZZ18].

Context-Aware [ALLR16, MEO18a, MMS+19, PPTM15, BNK+23, SMK+22].

Context-Based [LCSS12, PPGC16].
Crater [WBG12]. Crawling [PCF+14].
Create [SRS23, Whe09]. Created [Kra20].
Creating [HDL+14, HPC12, LOL21, SC20, SWP+22].
Creation [CYO+17, Goe12, PLA+21, TLV23, WBK+23].
Creativity [ATY20].
Credentials [FSXP22]. Credibility [CLM+21].
CRF [XGN19]. Crisis [MV20].
CRISOLA [FMNS11]. Criteria [DDPVP18].
Critical [AOI+23, DTL+21, HBMS20, Roy14]. CRM [FM21].
Cross-Correlations [WKD22]. Cross-Disciplinary [MSR+14].
Cross-View [LJWX23, MKKS18].
Crossing [MAW+19, PCC+18, VCPT22].
Crowd [Lal14, NPB12, YPZ18, ASN22].
Crowd-IoT [ASN22]. Crowdsensing [KK20, PIl18, SSO+19].
Crowdsensing-Based [KK20]. Crowdsourced [Goe12, NZZ12].
Crowdsourcing [ASN22, DQ18, EH21, PG14, PLSF14, PIl18, VKV+22, Yan19].
Crowns [LBK22]. Cruise [CTP+22].
Crypto [DMO+19, SDS+22].
Crypto-Currency [DMO+19].
Cryptography [AOI+23, CISM22, GK21, HEP+11, TSDG22, WUH+23].
Cryptography-Based [WUH+23]. CSI [LLYL22]. Cues [PB23]. Cultural [AIPV21, FM21]. Culture [GNGHEM21, GSD+17, SOSC+16].
Cumulative [DTTK19, YB22]. Curating [TG13].
Curation [WKPC18, ZGH13].
Currencies [CMS21]. Currency [DMO+19, GANT21].
Current [HE20, KTCI21, PSGM22, SRMJ21, VSEH+21, YBML21].
Curricula [SSOA+16]. Curriculum [VC23].
Curriculum-Based [VC23]. Curve [CISM22]. Custodianship [GANT21].
Customer [AAC21, CCD+21, FRE+22, HC19, KPP+20a, KA21, LYP+19, ZS18, ZY15].
Customers [FN23]. Customizing [SSS+19].
Cyber [AS19, BSM22, CPP+20, DGD+19, DSM21, FSG+16, GW13, GTQ+22, Gro22, HBFJ20, Kos16, LH19, Lee20, LGV13, MIK+23, MKHR21, NPMMP23, OCCB20, PMP22a, PB23, PGSL20, QLR+22, SKT+19, SYLL21, TKT+18, VYN19, WLH+17, YIO19, dCdG20]. Cyber-Physical [CPP+20, DSM21, GW13, GTQ+22, LH19, MKHR21, OCCB20, PMP22a, PGSL20, TKT+18].
Cyber-Sextortion [PB23]. Cyber-Storms [DGD+19]. Cyberattack [KHAA21].
Cyberbullying [ER21, HHM+23, MF20, OMTFFL21].
Cyberphysical [KKG20]. Cybersecurity [KKG20, Lee20, Rab22, Tag20, TSZ+18, UW21].
Cyberstalking [BM19, BBM20].
Cyberworld [VDKL21]. Cyst [IKS+21].
Czech [MKK+22].
D [DOB21, LB23, MKPG22]. D-GNSS [MKPG22]. D-UNet [DOB21].
D2D [ASL17, HWCL17, HAL18, MOAI17, PSM+18, SF+18, SHC22, SHC18, SHN+19, Wan17, WSM20].
D2D-Enhanced [MOAI17].
DA-GAN [CZZZ22]. DAG [GPPB+21]. DAG-Based [GPPB+21].
Daily [CFG20]. Dairy [CNC+21, NSJGN21, VLMP21, VLBV21].

Data [Pe21, PCM22, PST+21, PYC21, Pil18, PHG+20, PHGZ20, PPM21, PR20, Por21, PH16, PM17, PN+20, QMN19, QAM17, RBG+22, RAA+18, Roy14, SB22, SHHM21, SSR17, SFW23, SLSK21, SH21, Sta23, SOR16, SA18, SZF18, TG13, TRB22, TC21, TZE+21, UDF+19, UI22, VPCE20, VR21, Ves18, VDSK23, VCB14, WLL+19, WWLZ21, WL21, WKF+21, WC20, XSM22, XNZ23a, YJSL18, YL21, YSEK20, YWW+19, ZZ21]. Data-Driven [ACD+22, JT23, Ves18, WKF+21].

Data-Enabled [MMH16]. Data-Intensive [CMO+21]. Data-Scheduling [XNZ23a].

Database [ARM20, EvmDB20, GM19, JT23, KHAA21, WJ21]. Databases [DGDAE14, DGB19, FJ21, GRG21].

Datacenters [CZY17, IBBA20]. Dataset [BDG09, HP21, LPA+22, MAVS20, RDASB22, TBT+23, VKKA17, WBK+23].


Debate [VLPR20, OC20]. Decentralized [AAF+22, ACA+21, BM20, BKCL23, CZK+17, CLT+22, FWLY23, FSXP22, KPP+20a, LW22, MT17a, SCA+19].

Decentralizing [CTNS21, Yun21a]. Deception [ITZ20, RFSOM21].

Decision [ARM20, BM18, CRRV20, CHMZ21, DCPG21, FMA+20, LWW21, MT17a, SCA+19].


Decoding-Complexity [MTA+20]. Decorrelation [PP22a].

Decorrelation-Based [PP22a]. Decoupled [MEO18a]. Decoupling [DMD+19, LW20].

Decoupling-Based [LW20]. Deducing [EHJ17].

[CHMZ21]. Deep-Learning-Based
[HHM+23]. DeepDiver [RKY20]. Deepest
[GCA+22]. Deepfake
[FLC21, KYS21, QDL22]. Deepfake-Image
[FLC21]. DeepLabCut [FSG22]. Deeply
[RKY20]. Defeating [HVS17]. Defect
[Alb19, ZZYC21]. Defects [VMD+22].
Defence [LGV13]. Defend [FHLX19].
Defending [AV23]. Defense [AR23].
Defenses [BB17]. Defensive [PH20].
Deferred [KH19]. Deficit [SIJA10].
Defined
[AA12, BCFP21, BM14, EW19, FML+22, GTO+22, GGW18, IKZ+20, LXL+19, MZS19, MP16, Pap20, RAJJ23, SN23, SMN22, STK+19, SAM+18, TRC+11, VL20].
Definitions
[BFL20, VDKL21].
Degradation [SMVP21]. Degree
[CEZ19, DH18, DTTK19, LH18]. Delay
[AMK21, BKL+19, CL16, KKP22b, MKK17, QWR18, US19].
Delay-Tolerant [KKP22b, US19].
Delegation [WYW+19].
Delivering [NII12].
Delivery
[LNA17, dMLMS22, LCW+18, MSC+21, PP22b, SH20].
Delta
[SAS+19]. Demand
[AHY+21, DTTK19, JRP21, KT22, Khr20, KAL+19, SWZ18, SWY+18, dSVjaALR521].
Demand-Responsive [SWZ18, SWY+18].
Demands
[Pin10]. Democracy
[Rot12].
Demographic
[KDKG22]. Demonstration
[GKG19, LWBM22]. Denial
[BB17, SGDT19]. Denial-of-Service
[BB17]. Denied
[IUL13, KES22, LTY18, LWY20, LL20a, MG17, ZZZL23a]. Dense/Ultra
[MG17].
Dense/Ultra-Dense
[MG17].
Densely
[OFK19, YCHG18]. Densely-Populated
[OFK19].
Density
[BOK+21, HBMS20, PZC21, YPXH19, YW16, ZQCC16].
Density-Based
[HBMS20]. Dependability
[BBGP19, Tri14]. Dependencies
[GGD23].
Dependency
[AZY22]. Dependent
[JLGFI9, ZGH13].
Deploy
[GMD+22]. Deployed
[KOJP13, RS17]. Deployment
[CPP+20, CCTC23, KSV+19, MS23, MSC+21, NPB+19, SGLZ19].
Deployments
[ADAB21, BOK+21, KB+22, SKYK12].
Depressive
[BBM20]. Depth
[DHEK19, RKY20, TCH18, ZDP+22].
Description
[GL12, LWBM22].
Descriptive
[SRS23, SSS21]. Design
[AAAKJ22, AAKS23, ALDS19, BMB23b, BM14, CSIS19, CPP11, Cin19, CFX20, DDV22, DL10, DCA23, FSC+23, GPRMGP21, HDK+12, Hua15, JLZ18, KYY+23, KG18, KPCs13, HH20, Let16, LL20c, LN19, LYM17, MLPH23, MZS19, MV20, MMH16, MBAS20, NPB+19, Ot122, PR11, PB23, QAAQ21, RIS+17, RF23, Sem11, STG+20, SH20, SIZD12, SWZ18, SWY+18, Tag20, THY+22, Tri14, WYL+21, YB22, YXL+21, ZN22].
Design-Based
[DCA23]. Design-Two
[HD+12].
Designing
[AA21, CHH+16, KID+15, MNW21, PMP+22b, RS17, RF23, ZZZ+22].
Designs
[SRS23]. Destination [OT16]. Detect
[ASF+23, CLTP22, KDD+21, LMLW18, WKW18, XLJ+22]. Detectable
[YLYL22].
Detecting
[AA21a, AASA22, KAA22, MK22, MSAA22, RD18, SFEK18, TS22, YC22].
Detection
[CTP⁺²², DG13, DCA16, GW13, LGV13]. Emerging
[DTL⁺²¹, DWL21, GDRCDBLÁ²³, IG10, KIG23, MR23b, WSF23]. Emilia [TC21].
[YKC19]. Emotion
[AWBS²³, CKSG21, GCA⁺²², HYLP19, LY19, PL₂²a, RSG21, SGMMRG21].
Emotional
[AF²², CCN⁺¹⁷, GRB⁺²¹, YKC19]. Emotionality [BCT²¹]. Emotions
[CDM²³, FSG²²]. Empire [Ant¹²].
Empirical
[AMAA⁺²¹, AAC2¹, DTL⁺²¹, EAKM２², HSM¹⁹, HUM⁺²¹, ISG2⁰, OBK²³, RAK⁺²⁰].
Empirically [HP²⁰]. Employing [MV²⁰].
Empowered [HWCL1⁷]. Empowering
[MEH⁺²²]. Empowerment [FBOC¹⁵].
EmuCD [CSL⁺²⁰]. Emulating [Mat²⁰]. Emulator
[CSL⁺²⁰]. Enable
[KMS⁺¹², QXC⁺²¹, SU¹⁷c]. Enabled
[Alb²¹, CVG⁺²², DWL²¹, ENT²¹, FMMS²¹, GWF⁺²³, GMS⁺²⁰, Lee¹⁷a, Lee¹⁷b, MMH¹⁶,
NA₂³, SG¹², SST²³, SPT²³, TZZ⁺²³, TH²⁰, TZE⁺²¹, WUH⁺²³, Yin²¹b, ZZWP¹⁹].
Enabling
[FM¹⁶, GDARM¹⁸, HG¹², KGBK²⁰, Mac²², NA²³, PPKS²¹, PS⁺¹⁸, POC²⁰].
Enactments [LSN²¹]. Enclaves
[WYL⁺²¹]. Enclosed
[YWLY²²]. Encrypted
[GKG¹⁹, HWZP¹⁸, PRDK²², SOR¹⁶, Uto¹³]. Encryption
[FQ²¹, KHRG¹⁹, SHHM²¹].
Encyclopedia [WJBZ²²]. End
[BdCRM²⁰, DTR²², HS¹⁸a, KKP²²a, MS¹⁶, MSAD²², NPB⁺¹⁹, WXL⁺²³].
End-To-End
[NPB⁺¹⁹, BdCRM²⁰, DTR²², KKP²²a, MSAD²²]. End-User
[MS¹⁶]. Energy
[AGC¹⁸, CXZ²³, CFP²¹, CBD⁺²², DXL⁺²², EHI²¹, ENT²¹, FML⁺²², GL¹³,
GM²⁰, HRAA¹⁹, HAL¹⁸, JWRX¹⁷, KAL⁺¹⁹, KFP¹⁰, Lee¹⁷b, LZ²³, LXL⁺²⁰,
LYP⁺¹⁹, LXL⁺¹⁹, MMA¹⁰, Mah¹⁷, MCA²³, MLL⁺²², OO¹⁹, PVM²², PPGC¹⁶,
RBG⁺²², RPHJ¹¹, SXXH¹⁹, SNH⁺¹⁹, Sul²², TAMA²², TH²⁰, WLHR¹³, WYS¹⁷,
Wan¹⁷, WZL⁺²³, YPXX¹⁹, YPG²⁰, YG²⁰, YLH⁺¹⁷, YXL⁺²¹, ZWZ¹⁹].
Energy-Aware
[GM²⁰]. Energy-Based
[KAL⁺¹⁹]. Energy-Efficient
[ENT²¹, JWRX¹⁷, LXL⁺¹⁹, MLL⁺²², Sul²², YPXX¹⁹]. Energy-Neutral
[CBD⁺²²]. Energy-Optimized
[PVM²²]. Energy-QoS
[GL³]. Energy-Saving
[LYP⁺¹⁹]. ENF [XNC²¹]. Engagement
[ACBP¹⁹, Gar¹²]. Engaging
[BR²¹]. Engine
[DSM²¹, KH¹⁰, MDM²¹, Tra¹⁸, VG²⁰]. Engineering
[AS¹⁹, CPRS²⁰, CPP⁺²⁰, DL¹⁰, EMMP²², GPM²¹, JJFC²², KGBK²⁰, OrI²², PB²³,
RRP¹⁷, SK¹⁹, SXX²⁰, UB¹⁸, VP²², ZLL¹⁸]. English
[AdMTJ²⁰, Gao²¹, GMA²⁰, GPK⁺²⁰, LL²⁰b, hSGLH¹⁷]. EngraveChain
[SW¹²b]. Enhance
[BDL²², HDBD²³, Hua¹⁵, HYLP¹⁹, KMS⁺¹², PLSF¹⁴, VBWW²², ZN²²]. Enhanced
[DWZN¹⁶, FKZ²², FPT²⁰, KYG²², KAS⁺²², LSJ¹⁹, LGY²³, MOI¹⁸a, MOAI¹⁷, MZH²²,
Pec¹⁸, Rec²¹, SE¹⁵, SS¹⁵, TRC⁺²¹, WX²²]. Enhancement
[AIPV²¹, CHMZ²¹].
Enhancements
[CCA⁺²⁰, WC¹⁷]. Enhancing
[ACM⁺¹⁹, BBGP¹⁹, KKP²²b, PCROB²¹, PNM⁺²⁰, Smi¹³, TAM²², TT²², TA¹⁵, XZJ²²].
Enough
[GLD⁺¹⁸, LMY²¹]. Enriched
[PLA⁺²¹]. Enriching
[DBD⁺¹⁴, RTN⁺²²]. Ensemble
[ASC²², Ab¹⁹, JJFC²², MAVS²⁰, TS²², WLL⁺¹⁹]. Ensure
[CNC⁺²¹]. Entailment
[WZL²¹]. Enterprise
[Pet¹¹]. Entitie
[Zha¹⁹]. Entity
[ATH¹⁸, GXWD¹⁹, LMPT¹⁹, MSL⁺²³, WX²², WJBZ²²].
Entropy
[LYD²²]. Enumerated
[Tsi¹⁴]. Environment
[AK¹⁸, AYH⁺²¹, CKFH²², GMD⁺²², Gra¹³, HZW⁺²⁰, HSC⁺²², IUIL²³, Jal¹⁹, JP¹³, LWY⁺¹⁵,
McK²⁰, MSIP²⁰, NIK⁺²¹, NPB⁺¹⁹, PPKS²¹,
Environmental
[Cro19, FZ15, GAGB19, GPPB+21, GN16, KBP23, KKT22, LZ11, PL22a], Environmental-Based [GAGB19].

Environmentally [XSX18]. Environments [ACG22, ADAB21, ALLR16, ARC+19, AD18, BMJ+22, CPI+18, CFGD20, DIE+21, DKL15, DPBG18, FMCT09, FM20a, GSL22, GSD+17, GGCY20, HXHP17, HOPGRV21, HS20, NNRR+21, OMTFFL21, PCROB21, RGMFM12, SKT+19, VFS+19, YOI19, ZDP+22]. Envisioned [ASMM22].


Era [BCM+19a, DGD+19, Yan17, ZCdRR+23]. ERGCN [WX22]. ERMOCTAVE [MSC19].

Error [WX20]. Escape [WLCS17, FAT19]. Escaping [SUF+22].


Estimations [Cop14]. Ether [WKD22].

Ethereum [PTM20, ZL22]. Ethernet [MM21]. Ethernet-Based [MM21]. Ethical [AGB22, VI16]. EU [GPK+20]. Europe [TCG19].


Example [GL19, TPJ21, ZGW1]. Examples [FLC21]. Excellence [GKK+19]. Exchange [CGLR19, HWCH12, JEO20, TRC+21].

Excision [IKS+21]. Exclusion [PE13, WT13]. Executing [KGWR23]. Execution [CMO+21, IUK+23].

Executions [SFW23]. Exhibitors [VNJ18]. Expansion [ZZZL23b]. Expectation [LNA17]. Expectations [PGSL20].

Experience [AIPV21, EMHF19, FC19, Gao21, HE20, HC20, KTS18, KPC19, LOL21, MGBG21, PBB20, PDMK19, PLA+21, SS14, TKT+18].

Experiences [Oie12]. Experiential [DAV12]. Experiment [HZWJ21, TL19].

Experimental [AAY21, BRP+13, FGBMG19, MM21, OAG21, PHGZ20, QAQA21, RS22, SDM22, TRB22].

Experimentation [ACG22, GSL22, MLK22, YAV+21]. Experimenting [AVA+22, LGMZ19].

Experiments [CBD+22, MLK22, NIK+21, SDF+22]. Expert

Hennhouse [LWY+15]. Heritage [AIPV21, FMZ21]. Heterogeneous [AA20, CLT+22, CXZ23, DDPVP18, LLLD21, MZS19, MOE018b, NLT+23, SFD20, WJBZZ22, XQLZ19, YPXM19, YPG20].


Hierarchy [TWM20]. High [CR11, DNPC+22, DZH+22, IBBA20, JP20, JP21, KKS+19, KKM+22, KLTC17, LTY18, LFGZ20, MTF+21, SZC19, VL20, XSM22, YCS17, ZZ21]. High-Dense [LTY18].

High-Frequency [DZH+22]. High-Level [SZC19]. High-Performance [IBBA20, XSM22, YCS17]. High-Speed [KKS+19]. High-Voltage [DNPC+22, KKM+22]. Higher [De21, PJJMM22, SIZD12, UW21, VBWWW2, VDSK23].

Highly [CYO+17, YYY+23]. HiiMap [HEP+11]. Hijacking [TRC+21]. Hindi [RGM+21].


Home [ABCC22, COL21, GRJ+19, HSM19, HXHP17, KHN+11, LYP+19, LK20, PPNN18]. Homepages [PFdRGG21]. Homes [KCK+19, LNB12, PPGC16].


Human-Smart [McK20]. Humanities [WKF+21]. Humanoid [PS17, Rec21].

Hunting [RKY20]. Hybrid [AOI+23, AMEF21, ABS20, BYG22, CBD+22, ENT21, GAA20, JLL18, JHL+18, KPCS13, KRZS22, LSC+17, LSH21, LLBB18, NMH+21, RGM+21, SGG+22, SCA+19, SGW22, SHKH23, dSVJdLSR21, WLL20, WC20, XY18, YW16, YL21, YLK+19, ZY20a, ZWH23, ZZZL23b].

Hybrid-Copy [LSC+17]. Hybrid-Feature [RGM+21]. Hybrid-Powered [ENT21].


Information-Centric [ACM+19, DNNZ22, DNNZ22, FP19, Fot20, LSH21, LH21c, MZLP22, SYB+18, Sm19, SNZ21, XNZ23a, XNZ23b, ZWZ19]. Information-Driven [So19].


Intelligent

[AFS+22, AYI+21, APP+22, AVE+22, BF18, CMC+21, DPH17, DPH19, DRK+22, Du21, FFVP21, IL14, KE22, MATP19, MSAD22, MKM+19, PSC19, SYB+18, SA21, SF22, VP22, VFS+19, WCF+16, WWD21, WH+23, ZJ18, ZGL20, ZL+21, ZZY19].

Intersatellite [HSM19, HCF19, WLF+19].

Interframe [Lee18].

Interframe-Satellite [CGX+22].

Interframe-Vehicle [YF19].

Interaction [CB16, DMP+23, FR16, GNNRCRG18, HC19, KYT+23, LF23, RGP22, SU17a, SF20].

Interactions [BM20, BMGI21, DeD16, FNN21, MS20, McK20].

Interactive [OOM+18, SC20, SFW23, SPB+11, VRA+18, YYY+23, ZZZ+22].

Interactivity [Zha19].

Interfacing [TFKY19].

Interchange [LM22].

Intercultural [OMTFL21].

Interest [AYI+21, DTTK19, HS18b, Sor12].

Interestenss [MGF14].

Interface [BS17, BHH12, JMZ+22, MAP23, VVK+21].

Interfaces [BPLBM21, LB23].

Interference [AZ19, UGJA18, HJA18, KPT17, KOJP13, Lee17b, TFKY19].

Interference-Aware [Lee17b].

Internal [KSW21].

International [LMY21].

Internet [FC19, WYW+20, AMK+21, AOI+23, AAHA22, AAGC+20, AA20, AA19b, AAJKJ22, AS15, ASN22, BML19, BBRMR19, BTO+21, BZDP19, BFL20, BCFP21, BYS+15, BMG21, BLU+15, BCM+19b, CPM+19, CMK+16, CFV19, CWF13, CVG+22, CMW18, CZY17, CFPP21, DDPVP18, De21, De23, DWY+19a, DCPG21, EAH021, Far12, FMA+20, FPKK22, Fri13, Gao21, GZC21, Gog12, GS11, Gro22, HDDB23, HRAA19, HEP+11, HT14, Hel15, HF14, HS09, IG10, Jia19, JMJ+23, Jia19, KTCI21, KYY+23, KHG19, KH01, KA23, Lee20, Le119, Li18, dMLM22, LZL+17, MGJ22, MAEP18, MR3b, NA23, NDKBL19, NZ820, NSJN21, Off14, OMD+22, ORK+19, OC20, Pet11, POC20, Pri10, QSF+17, RIS+17, RGD2K22, RKT19, RRRB22, RRAGMG12, BNK+23, SCB21, SVK+22, SS23, SDM21, SNKG20, SMN22, SST23, SPT23, Sd13, SGDT19, TN20].

Internet [UB18, VC19, VCPPRC20, WDL+20, WXL+23, WSD22, YY19, ZR15, ZJI18, ZSF20, ZZY19, Fut20, Fut21, Gia18a, Off15, Off16, Off17, Off18, Off19, Off22].

Internet-Based [Gao21].

Internet-of-Things [FMA+20, HDBD23, OMD+22].

Internet-Supported [De21].

Internets [GOG22].

Internetworking [Jia19].

Interoperability [CNC+21, HG12, JJ21, KMS+12, Le19, RKM+22, RF522].

Interoperable [MEH+22, SSH20].

Interpretability [CT20].

Interpretability [FAS+23, SLZY21].

Intersections [YT19].

Intervals [AM21].

Intervention [PTK+23].

Intra [EMHF19].

Intrahistorical [EMHF19].

Intransitiveness [BB20].

Intraoperative [IKS+21].

Intrinsic [BdCRM10, SS17].

Introducing [YAV+21].

Introduction [CB16, Far12, Fer12, Gra13, Sac19].

Intruders [WCF+16].

Intrusion [AR23, AA21c, BMB+23a, BCNS20, FMA+20, HCXH16, LMK18, LNT+23, MAV20, NLT+23, RB+23, SQ+17, TMP22, TLK+20, VOP22, WQHZ23, ZHZ+19].

Intuitively [LWB22].

nUI [CMK+16].

Invariant [MKKS18].

Inventor [PJMM22].

Inversion [CR21].

Invertible [TD+21].

Investigating [FTY21, GPLK22, HP20, LMK18, SMG13, SRM20].

Investigation [BHM+19, ELCS20, EVCL21, HBMS20, RNFS20, SMVP21].

Investigations [PV20, PV22].

Investor [CS22].

Investors
Involved [ZCdRR+23]. Involvedness [SS14]. IoCV [ASMM22].
IoH [GRJ+19]. IoMT [AALS21]. IoT [Lee20, NZU20, TN20, VL18b, AMK+21,
ABCC22, AK22, AG22, Alh21, ADAB21, AF21, ARC+19, ASN22, ALDS19, AKJB20,
AHS+23, BM20, BYG22, BBGP19, CTP+22, CTSNS21, CFP19, CDFB19, CM22b,
DTR22, DHDAn22, DGD+19, DWL21, FOJE19, FWLY23, FNN21, FSXP22,
GL20a, GPPB+21, GMD+22, GHA+21, GBN23, GSL20b, GAA21, HA23, HBM+21,
JRP21, Jeo20, KZRH22, KAM+19, KAS+22, KGWR23, KBF+22, Lee20, LWY+15,
LNT+23, LW21, LA20, MGM+23, MMS22, MKK17a, MRK22, MOA17, MPL+21,
MKM+19, MS22, NLT+23, NPM+18, NPB+19, PVM22, PPMM219, PPP21,
QAA21, QCX+21, RC18, RRMI22, RLB+23, SGC+22, SKKS22, SFW23, SA21,
SH20, Sta22, NS22, TS22, TZ22, THV+22, TPD+20, TN20, TVC22, VDE+20, WZL23,
YWLY22, YHN21, YZC+20, ZKKK19, ZGL20, ZDP+22, dOB19]. IoT-Based
[BYG22, DHDAn22, GSL20b, GAA21, LW21, YWLY22]. IoT-Blockchain [SNS22].
IoT-Driven [KGWR23]. IoT-Enabled [Alb21]. IoT-NOMA
[Lee20, LWY+15]. IoT-Oriented [CDBF19]. IoT-Portrait
[WZL23]. IOTA [GPPB+21]. IOTs
[Lee17a, Lee17b]. IoTSRM2 [PPP21]. IOV
[NA23, KT22, MZLP22, WZS+22]. iovT
IPv6 [HF14, IKP+13]. IR [MXL+21]. Irradiance [KLP19]. Irrigated
[CGRV20]. Irrigation [KKEV17]. ISA
[BGL+22, SU17a]. ISA-95 [SU17a].
Isolated [GK19, NIK+21]. Isolation
[GGK18]. Issue [Bod22, CB16, EMMP22,
Far12, Fer12, Gra13, JP13, Mac22, PSC19,
Sta22, ZMKR22]. Issues
[AS19, AIR+18, AYH23, AAD+12, DWL21,
GCP12, GZC21, KBF+22, MSFM16, VKK+19, XKKL23]. IT/OT [FMMS21].
Italian [BM19, BMB20, CGMM22, GSD+17,
LC23, MPG20, VLPR20, ZSS+22]. Italy
[FZ15, GFPD21, TC21, ZL14]. Item
[DDD+22]. Iterative [LYX17].
[LWBM22, UFK+10]. JavaScript
Joining [TYH23]. Joint [BZNB23, ENT21,
JLG19, LTY18, MMS22, NBT22, OAI+22,
SXXH19, SHN+19, YPXH19, YXL+21].
Jointly [LXL+20]. JoSDW [ZXXB22].
Journalism
[DN20, KVVD22, NSD+22, RBSMRN21].
Journey [FRE+22]. JPEG [PTZM22].
JTAG [VL18b]. Judgment [MBLC22].
Jump [ZYL17]. Junctions [PCC+18].
Jurimetrics [CCB17]. Just [Alb19].
Just-In-Time [Alb19].
Keeping [ZLY+20]. Key [AZH22, CSIS19,
GR22a, HEP+11, HDT22, Li23, LCMV17,
MKK17b, MPK+23, PNMM22, PL22b,
SPM+22, VCPT22, WHW22]. Keyword
[HWZP18]. Kim [FC19]. Kits [DG18].
KNN [LBBPM21]. Know [KPP+20a].
Knowledge [AMR+21, BdBC23, BGL+22,
CYC+21, CQWC22, FAB+22, FM21, For14,
ICF+11, KS19, KVL+22, LTM+22, MSL+23,
OTOR+20, PG14, PLL11, PLA+21, PKCF21,
Por1, RFZ22, RRT20, RTN+22, SU17c,
SLSK21, SCM12, TLY23, WX22, WJBZ22,
ZL20, ZC21, ZY20b, ZGH13].
Knowledge-Driven [RRT20].
Knowledge-Graph-Based [CYC+21].
Known [KAAAM22]. Kohonen [BCNS20].
KPIs [SPSS17]. Kubernetes
[PPPS21, PL22b, TXJ23]. kV [AMZ+20].
KYC [KPP+20a].
L [WKW18]. L-DDoS [WKW18]. Lab
[ACK+16]. Labeling
[KBP22, LBK22, OFK19, SSS21]. Labels
ORK+19, TSDG22, YLH+17. MAC-PHY
[MM21]. Machina [LAG+18]. Machine
[AMK+21, AZAV22, AA21a, Alh22, AR23, AA21c, AFAAM19, BSM22, CMO+21,
DeD16, DZH+22, DL19, FQ21, DMP+23, FRKS22, GDN+21, GVV+23, GMGK20, HN18, IHMG22, LSC+17, LSN21, LG20, LPA+22, MB22, MMS22, MMM21,
MDM21, MIK+23, MSAA22, MN21, MAP23, MKM+19, MF20, PLDY20, PDT23, QWR18,
RSMC21, RLB+23, RDASB22, RKS+21, SLP+22, TSZ+18, TLK+20, TS22, WLCS17,
XLJ+22, ZKKK19, ZWS20, ZLY+20, ZTBD20, GLW+19. Machine-Learning
[LG20]. Machine-Learning-Based
[DLZ+22]. Machine-to-Everything
[LSN21]. Machines [CMO+21]. Madness
[ATY20]. Magnetic [OP22]. Mail
[SG21a, SKM21]. Main [MSFM16, TCG19]. Mainstream
[SDM22]. Maintaining
[TT0+19]. Maintenance
[NZU20, SOSR+16]. Major
[ARM20, CGK22, CMS21, DSSM21, DCPG21, Let16, MHSH16, MKP22,
MLL+22, Or122, PR12, SZC19]. Male
[VY19]. Malicious [AKA22, AASAI22,
ASLG22, NZL21, ZCZ17]. Malta
[FMSN11, For14]. Malware
[KAS+20, Uto13, YZZ+20]. Managed
[VI16]. Management
[AML22, AZ19, AL20, APB+16, AYH22,
APP22, AAE+22, BMS20, BKL+22, BSEL20,
BN14, CSIS19, CCK21, CMT22b, DDVP18,
DCA16, Dua21, DCA23, FC19, FLRS12,
FSXP22, GW13, GLA11, GSL20b, UGA18,
IP16, ICF+11, IZK+20, KT22, KPP+20b,
KTP17, KUBS22, KOJP13, KLZ16, KID+15,
Lec20, LYP+19, LCMV17, LCV+17, LGV13,
LSM+12, LW15, MSC19, MKK17b,
MMMH19, NMH+21, PPMMS19, PLA17,
PCC+18, PST+21, PPP21, QMN19, RC18,
RTK19, RZQS18, SOSR+16, SOSC+16,
SMB23, Sof19, SLSK21, SKT+19, SP22,
TADS20, TH20, VP22, dSVJdALRiS21,
VCPPRC20, VCGCMG+21, WJ21, WZS+22,
WL18, YCS17, YY+23, YPM+12, YY17]. Management-Complexity [SP22].
Managers [ATR20]. Managing
[Han13, Lal14, SSS+19]. MANET
[Al 20, MLK22]. MANETs
[Alb21, MLA14, PZJ+18, ZHE+19].
Manifold [KL21, ZZCY21]. Manufacturing
[LH21b, LHSS12, MEH+22, PGSL20, SU17c, TPJ21, WSCZ18, ZLL18].
Many [Kra22, REP22]. Many-Faceted
[JLG19, KMS+12, KVL+22, LA23, LH18,
PR11, PPDC22, UUT+19, VDE+20]. Maps
[AWUF19, GMLS22, NZZ12, PFL+12,
SDL+19]. Maria [WBG12]. Marine
[Jia19, LLBB18, Tra18, ZJX18]. Maritime
[ML20]. Marked [SDL+19]. Market
[AAAAM+21, CLC+22, DZH+22, DMO+19,
LPA+22, MATP19, SVV+22]. Marketing
[GLRM19, NSJGN21, SPSS17, WLL+19]. Marketplace
[MBAS20, PN20]. Markets
[ASC22, KSSW21]. Markov
[BOB+20, SGJ18]. Markup [DL10]. Mars
[BC19, WBG12]. Masculine [VNY19].
 Mashup [FMCT09, HS18a, MHS23].
Mashups [BG09, Whe09]. Mask [LBK22].
Masked [GPPB+21]. Masses [GNK+10].
Massive [HRQGHO21, WYS21, Wat17].
Master [ZL24]. Masterplans [FZ25, LZ21].
Match [PMGG21]. Matching
[LLW21, MEO18a, REP22, ZL22, ZY20b].
Materialist [LMP21]. Matériaux [YPG20].
Mathematical [AZAV22, KSSF19]. Matrix
Mature [GLD+18]. Maximization
[GHFM20, RZCL19, SNH+19, WZL19].
Maximize [dOB19]. Maximum [ZLT22].
MCCM [GHFM20]. MCS/DS [RAJJ23].
Me [AF22]. Mean [ARAAIA19]. Meaning
Meaningful [DGDAE14, GBKN23].
Measure [LL20c]. Measurement [DHEK19, LB23, MBF+12, PXC18, YPMM12]. Measurement-Based [YPMM12], Measurements [KKP22a].
Measures [PH20]. Measuring [AGB22].
MEC [DXL+22, LXL+20, SDM21, WGN23, YXL+21]. MEC-WPT [LXL+20].
Mechanical [NZU20].
Mechanism [ADM+19b, AMEF21, BKCL23, CYC+21, CZL21, DNZ22, DNZW22, Lecl7b, IWWY20, LLZL19, LMPT19, LLW21, SB22, SNZ21, SLW17, WHXL18, WCYL20, XDS+19, ZLXY19, ZCHG19].
Median [IKS+21]. Meta [DCA16, RRS20, TMTMB20, TA15].
Mediation [HL19].
Mediation [AOI+23, AMAA+21, ACBP19, BFL20, HRAA19, JM+23, LH21b, PTK+23, SGW22, WL21, ZC21, CCCA22, OMD+22].
Medium [AKJB20, SDM22].
Megalo [WWL18].
Megalo [SADP21].
Member [GPLK22, SHA+21]. Members [THT18].
Membership [FSXP22].
Meme [RFSOHBMS21].
Memetics [RFSOHBMS21].
Memory [AKM22, BR21, BKL+22, CMO+21, DTTK19, RC18, WZWL19, YC22].
MEMP [ZL19b].
Mental [ZS18].
Merging [SYGY21].
Merkle [CCC19]. Mermaids [MP20].
MES [WCSZ18].
Message [ASMM22, GKW+10, HC19, THT18, YCS17].
Messages [CGT21, GMA20, LDM22, UDF+19].
Messaging [GPPB+21].
Meta [DV+23].
Meta-Evaluation [DV+23].
Metadata [BDG09, Bea10, Glm11, Tas10].
Metaheuristics [RAJJ23].
Metaverse [SDS+22].
Meteorological [MXT+16].
Meter [EHJ17].
Method [Alb19, AZV16, AHS+23, BGD09, CDM23, CT20, DCHM16, DH18, DZG+22, DLX+19, GXXD19, GHL+23, HCHP16, HXHP17, HKZ+22, J12, KKK+20, LLYL22, LL23, LLZL21, PPM21, QLL+21, SWSR+16, SFW23, SSB21, SKHK23, PLSLH17, TCB+19, TYH23, WLL+17, WWD21, WH22, WZLL19, WZX20, WQH23, YYW20, YK118, YLPW21, YWW+19, ZZZ18, ZZYa20, ZZYC21, ZYLM17, ZQQCC16, ZZZL23b].
Methodological [GMRQ+20].
Methodologies [ADAB21, AIPV21].
Methodology [DVED20, GNV21, NNR+21, RLB+23, SORS+16, Uso13, dCd20].
Methods [ADH12, CFX20, EMMP22, FRKS22, GM16, HH20, HBM+21, HP16, HDT22, JSPH21, KKS+19, MDM22, MNSJ22, MIF+23, OC20, PR11, RSMC21, VKKA17].
Metric [CXL21, Y18].
Metrics [ALDS19, HC19, JP21, MPK+23, PTM20].
MeVer [PMA+22].
Mexico [ASFAV23, JP21].
MFCNet [MXL+21].
MHBase [MXT+16].
Micro [CGX+22, YYW20].
Micro-Blog [YYW20].
Micro-Satellites [CGX+22].
Microblog [HL19, YWS22].
Microblogs [EM09, JLW19, ZL21, ZJX22].
Microcontroller [SA21].
Microcontroller-Based [SA21].
Microfinance [APAR22].
Microgrid [KAL+19].
Microgrids [GPM21, TGS+19].
Microservice [SGLZ20, dVBA23].
Microservices [AALS21].
Microsoft [RCGSL19].
Microwave [FSC+23].
Mid


Model-Based [BZNB23, GHFK+12]. Modeling [AMG22, AES21, AMAE22, Alh22, DTTK19, EAKM22, FYWS16, FTHY21, GL19, GNK+10, HH20, HMR+21, KGWR23, LSSD22, LMSC19, MDT20, OAI+22, RYA22, RSX18, SDM22, VSE21, YOI19]. Modelling [GKW17, MSH16, YLY22].

Modulation
Multi-Access [TTKZ19]. Multi-Agent [HJA21, WLL20]. Module
LQY [ADZ20, ADS21, CMS21, JAS21]. MongoDB [CFV19]. Monitoring
ANAA21, AEM+23, AASA22, AYH+21, BBMB2b, BZP+21, CVG+22, CC2a,
DHDAn22, DTV22, GAAs21, JCPV22, KGW23, LWTy+15, LS21, LBBB18, LA20,
OAG21, PHGZ20, RE+17, RRV17, SSO+19, WZL20, XSYX18, ZJ18,
dCMA21. Monocular [TCH18].
Monopole [CLZL18, PBAAN19]. MOT [YPLZ19]. Monte [PPM21]. MOOCs
[CWC+22, OLMBC23]. Mood [WLH+17]. Morals [GCA+22]. Moroccan
[FOJE19]. Motion
[LMH19, OMM+18, ZWP19]. Motion-Compensated [LMH19].
Motivation [LL20b]. Motives [HS18b].
Motor [BPLBM21]. Move [KC19].
Movement [ASF+23, BTBK21, GAAs21, JTA+21, MZ2H22]. Movements
[BCPW21]. Movie [ZXJ22]. Moving
[CMP19]. MQTT [DTR22].
MQTT-Based [DTR22]. Msclf [GR22a]. Msclf-ResNet [GR22a]. MU [YLJ19].
Multi [ABK22, AKM+23, ADZ21, AAE+22, BOK+21, Cap23, CJKK21, CHW+21,
CHMZ22, CLTP22, CT21, DDVPV18, DDZ18, DIE+21, FSZ+22, FEE+22,
GMLS22, GB23, HF20, HF22, ITH+21, JT23, KK21, KKH20, KRA22, LWTy20,
LZLW22, LQY+19, LRLy+19, LF23, LFZ+19, MCA23, MP16, MWW19,
MKPG22, MLL+22, OPGH23, PLY20, RAJJ23, RZCL19, oRL19, SVFV23, SOR16,
SYLL21, SAM+18, TBT+23, TTKZ19, VGV21, WL20, WX20, WJ21, WXL22,
WXZ20, WZL21, XCMS18, XY21, YWS22, YBO+23, ZAR22, ZZ18, ZLYYX19, ZL19a,
ZZWP19, ZLZZ23, ZQCC16]. Multi-Access
[TTKZ19]. Multi-Grid [GB23, KK21, LZLW22, LFM+19, Zar22].
Multi-Agent-Based [AAE+22].
Multi-Angle [ITH+21]. Multi-Attention
[ZLXY19, ZL19a]. Multi-Attribute
[MLL+22]. Multi-Authority [WZ20].
Multi-Blockchain [KK20]. Multi-Case
[Kra19]. Multi-Cell [YBO+23].
Multi-Channel [HF20]. Multi-Controller [RAJ23].
Multi-Criteria [DDVP18].
Multi-Database [J23]. Multi-Decision
[CHMZ21]. Multi-Domain [SM+18].
Multi-Element [WX20]. Multi-Energy
[MCA23]. Multi-Facial [LQY+19].
Multi-Factor [ADZ21, OPGH23].
Multi-Focus [ZQCC16]. Multi-Grained
[WJ21]. Multi-Head [YWS22]. Multi-Hop
[CG21, LXL+19]. Multi-Input [oRL19].
Multi-Layer [AKM+23, BOK+21, WXL22].
Multi-Level [YX21, ZLZZ23]. Multi-Model
[DDZ18]. Multi-Model [CHW+21].
Multi-Object [DIE+21]. Multi-Output
[oRL19]. Multi-Premise [WW21].
Multi-Provider [MP16]. Multi-Radio
[HF20]. Multi-Rate [LW20]. Multi-Scale
[LF23, VGV21, YY21].
Multi-Sensory [FR+22]. Multi-Service [AK22].
Multi-Social [RZCL19]. Multi-Source
[FSY+22, PLY20, SYLL21].
Multi-Spectral [GMLS22]. Multi-Stage
[TTB+23]. Multi-Targets [WL20].
Multi-Thresholds [XCM18]. Multi-Tier
[CKK21]. Multi-Token [MCA23].
Multi-Topology [MWW19]. Multi-User
[LXL+19, oRL19, SVFV23, SOR16,
ZWP19]. Multi-View [CLTP22, HF22].
Multicast [CFF17, CFP19, DLK10, DZ22,
DNZ22, JWRX17, KKB21, PSM+18,
TYH23, YC16]. Multicell [KTP17].
Multidimensional [OFV19].
Multidisciplinary [RSF23].
Multidiscipline [ZL18]. Multifractal
[WK22]. Multi-hop [NSV17]. Multilane
[SYGY21]. Multilayer [FPK22].

Multiple

Municipal [FZ15, ZL14]. Municipality [Yan17]. Musculoskeletal [JTA+21].


N [LY+22]. N-Trans [LY+22]. Naïve [HKZ+22]. Name [Bea10, FP19, GSL20a, KHM20, LYD22, LL23]. Name-Based [FP19]. Named [ATH18, ARC+19, BKCL23, GSL22, GXWD19, ISLAP+22, KST19, KH19, LAMT19, MSL+23, SB22, YSEK20].


Nanosopic [MDB22]. Narrative [ATY20].


Nationality [Mar13]. Native [Dua21, Kra22]. Natives [GK17].

Natural [CS22, DGH+22, EMMP22, HOV23, ICF+11, NPB+19, STV+22, VCN22, ZSS+22]. Navigation [FSY+22, HS20, IAG+21, Ngu19, ZN22, ZYL17]. NB


Network [SG21a, SP22, TLK+20, UFK+10, VG21, VL20, Vem22, WLV+17, WZLW19, WSM20, WW21, WX22, WX+21, WY18, WYL18, WQH23, YPXH19, YZZ+20, YYY+23, YT18, YSE20, YLP21, YY17, YLY+19, ZBN21, ZL19b, ZL19a, ZCHG19, ZL20, ZL22, Zha19, ZSRC23, ZWH23, ZSF20, PPN18].

Network-Based [BK22, BZP+21, Han13, Zha19].

Networked [EUW23, LS21, Tag20, TEE10].
Networking
[AP21, ACM+19, ARC+19, BKCL23, BCFP21, BM14, CPKK23, CDBF19, DNZ22, DNZW22, FP19, Fot20, GJ15, GPSP12, GTQ+22, ISLARP+22, IZK+20, KST19, KH19, Mac22, MZS19, MCH+20, Pap20, PKCF21, QSF+17, RAJJ23, SYB+18, SDF+22, SN23, Smi13, SM19, SN21, VL20, XNZ23a, XNZ23b, ZWZ19]. Networks
[AAR+19, ADM+19b, AZH22, AMG22, AAAHA22, AK22, AIR+18, ACD+22, AASAI22, AA21c, AMZ+20, AMSM23, APP22, AMF+10, AAE+22, BFY22, BCSN20, BdCRM10, BF18, BCG10, BL22, BKL+19, BRP+13, CBM+20, CLM+21, CGMM22, CCD+21, CSL+20, CBK122, CZK+17, CXZ23, CCTC23, CS22, CKSG21, DPH17, DPH19, DMZ+19, DLK10, Dua21, EVCL21, FMA+20, FWVF19, FMMS21, FG17, FML+22, GGL+20a, GSL22, GW+23, GNV21, GDARM18, GGW18, GX20, GTC19, Gro17, GMB+21, GSP15, GFL21, GR22h, HF20, HLF23, HLP+21, IKP+13, IU1L23, JCPV22, JP20, KSD+23, KMW18, KLPK19, KTP17, KHN×11, KC19, KTUF19, LBG+14, LZ23, LMK18, LSH21, LWW22, LFW+18, LH21c, LZL+21, LGY23, LCM+17, LRDLS19, LZC21, LNN+19, MCM+10, MG10, MEO18b, MP20, MP16, MKDG20, MT20, MK17b, MWY9, MSX+21, MVK11, MBL22, MZJ22, MSC+21]. Networks
[MN21, MSAD22, MTHN22, MZLP22, NPMPM23, OB13, OMD+22, OLCMD20, OAI+22, OTR+20, PZC21, Pet20, Pin10, PSM+18, QLL+21, QAM17, RLB+23, RZCL19, oRL19, RSX18, RKS+21, REP22, SB22, SSF+18, SRMJ21, SSM+23, SSR+21, SSS+19, SS15, SIJA10, SW+18, SXXW20, SNS22, SAZ18, SLW17, SAM+18, TAMA22, TAHO23, TFKY19, TL17, THV+22, TSDG22, USS19, VP22, VMGT22, VR21, WCF+16, WCM19, WZC19, WBB+20, WZS+22, WZG+18, XSI18, XNC21, YCHG18, YKC19, YPG20, YGQ+22, YHSW19, YMIH22, YW16, YLH+17, dOB19]. NetworkX
[PMA+22]. Neural
[ADCM22, ATH18, AKM22, BFY22, BZP+21, CBM+20, CKSG21, DAMAS+19, EVCL21, GX20, GTC19, GR22h, Han13, HY22, JTA+21, KWI+19, KRSF22, LLZL19, LWZ+21, LGY23, LRDLS19, MGBG21, MBL22, MTHN22, OMD+22, OTR+20, PLY20, RSX18, RKS+21, SS+21, SW+18, VGK12, Vem22, WL2+20, WZ18, YZZ+20, YGQ+22, YMIH22, ZLY+20, dOB19]. Neurological
[JT+21]. Neurologist
[SW+18]. Neutral
[CBD+22]. Neutrality
[Cap12]. Newly
[YKC19]. News
[AdMTJ20, AGN21, CLM+21, DN20, HP21, KFLA19, LZX21, MV20, NSD+22, Oie12, PFDRRG21, RS22, SSS1, SM22, TZS+21, TZE+21, VMGT22]. Newspaper
[PFDRGG21]. Next
[APP22, FWVF19, HE+11, HLLT10, IG10, KP19, MKSV+19, RYY+10, SAZ18, TR21, WZ+18]. Next-Generation
[APP22, FWVF19, IG10, RYY+10, WZ+18]. NextDet
[KES22]. NextGen
[SPT23]. NFV
[Pap20, SDM21, SP22, TH20]. NFV-Based
[SDM21]. NFV-Enabled
[TH20]. NGO
[MKV11]. NHS
[BTB+23]. NIDS
[NLT+23]. NN
[KKEV17]. No
[DHEK19, KS19, SLP22]. No-Reference
[DHEK19]. No-Show
[SLP+22]. Nodal
[BTBK21, CASN21]. Node
[AASAI22, LCW+18, MMA10, MCM+10, TYH23, VMC+19, WLZ18, WY19, HSL+23]. Nodes
[AASAI22, DYS15, EUDW23, GWF21, Han13, HY22, JTA+21, LGY23, LRDSL19, MGBG21, MBL22, MTHN22, OMD+22, OTR+20, PLY20, RSX18, RKS+21, SS+21, SW+18, VGK12, Vem22, WL2+20, WZ18, YZZ+20, YGQ+22, YMIH22, ZLY+20, dOB19]. Noise
[LMLW18, TGE13, TEG13]. Noisy
[SGW22, ZXXB22]. NOMA
[ASL17, GMF+23, THV+22, WSM20]. NOMA-Based
[WSM20]. NOMA-Enabled
[GMF+23]. Non
[An22, DWY19b, FOJE19, KDD+21, LLZ21, TH21, TH20, YZ22].
Non-Immersive [FOJE19]. Non-Colluding [TH21]. Non-Directional [LLZ21].
Non-Informational [KDD19]. Non-Local [DWY19]. Non-Orthogonal [YRP22]. Non-Renewable [TH20].
North [VLMP21]. North-West [VLMP21]. Norway [WNG20]. Norwegian [VJ18].
NoSQL [DCB19]. NoSQL [NWG20]. Norway [VLMP21]. Norwegian [MFO20].
Oceans [GLW20]. Oceans [MAW20]. Oceans [XCSM18].
Ongoing [MZH22]. Ongoing [AS19]. Online [ABS21]. AR+18, AGN21, BLW+17, BBK+20, CLM+21, CS11, DWY+19a, DCPG21, Gar12, GZC21, HPC12, HRGQHOA21, ICFC+11, ITZ20, LS15, LLZ21, LOL21, LYL19, MBAS20, MKDG20, MSX+21, MSC+21, PD12, PFdRGG21, SWP+22, SPB+11, Sor12, SSS21, SS22, SG21b, SHA+21, VKKA17, WT13, Yan19, ZS18, vdfSFRF23. Ontological [KPCS13].
Ontological-Relational [KPCS13]. Ontologies [AAMD21, BPS+15, Luan15].
Ontology [AML22, AR+21, CP10, FM21, GSO+10, LZ11, LSSD22, LLJ16, MGUD12, PCROB21, SU17c, SOB+19, STK21, SZC19, ZL14].
Ontology-Based [CP10, LLJ16, PCROB21, SU17c, SOB+19, STK21].
Ontology-Driven [AMR+21]. Open [AP22, AYH23, BBK+20, CP+22, Ciu19, CMIVdUC19, CSC12, DTR22, DLW21, GMD+22, GZC21, HPC12, HRGQHOA21, KS14, KBF+22, Li18, MZS19, NB12, PKCF21, PFL+12, PR20, Roy14, SGWK23, Sca14, SLSK21, TRB22, VCB14, VDE+20, ZZZL23a, ZZZL23b, dCdPC+21, OLMBRCRC23].
On-Demand [AYH+21, DTTK19]. On-Manifold [KL21]. On-Off [LMK18].
On-Ramp [SYG21]. On-the-Fly [PMGG21]. Onboard [ML20]. One [MZHG22, REP22, SU17b, YPLZ19]. One-Stage [MZHG22]. Ongoing [AS19]. Online [ABSG21], AR+18, AGN21, BLW+17, BBK+20, CLM+21, CS11, DWY+19a, DCPG21, Gar12, GZC21, HPC12, HRGQHOA21, ICFC+11, ITZ20, LS15, LLZ21, LOL21, LYL19, MBAS20, MKDG20, MSX+21, MSC+21, PD12, PFdRGG21, SWP+22, SPB+11, Sor12, SSS21, SS22, SG21b, SHA+21, VKKA17, WT13, Yan19, ZS18, vdfSFRF23. Ontological [KPCS13].
Ontological-Relational [KPCS13]. Ontologies [AAMD21, BPS+15, Luan15].
Ontology [AML22, AR+21, CP10, FM21, GSO+10, LZ11, LSSD22, LLJ16, MGUD12, PCROB21, SU17c, SOB+19, STK21, SZC19, ZL14].
Ontology-Based [CP10, LLJ16, PCROB21, SU17c, SOB+19, STK21].
Ontology-Driven [AMR+21]. Open [AP22, AYH23, BBK+20, CP+22, Ciu19, CMIVdUC19, CSC12, DTR22, DLW21, GMD+22, GZC21, HPC12, HRGQHOA21, KS14, KBF+22, Li18, MZS19, NB12, PKCF21, PFL+12, PR20, Roy14, SGWK23, Sca14, SLSK21, TRB22, VCB14, VDE+20, ZZZL23a, ZZZL23b, dCdPC+21, OLMBRCRC23].
Open-Domain
[BGL+22, WQH23]. Part-of [BGL+22].
Participation [DCA16, Gar12, GSD+17, Sni13, Yan19, YPZ18, ZS18, Zha19].
Participatory [Hua15]. Particle
[ADAq+22, FSY+22, OAI+22, Tra18]. Partition
[ADM+19b, dOB19]. Participation
[DCA16, Gar12, GSD+17, Smi13, Yan19, YPZ18, ZS18, Zha19].
Participatory [Hua15]. Particle
[ADAq+22, FSY+22, OAI+22, Tra18]. Partition
[ADM+19b, dOB19]. Participation
[DCA16, Gar12, GSD+17, Smi13, Yan19, YPZ18, ZS18, Zha19].
Participatory [Hua15]. Particle
[ADAq+22, FSY+22, OAI+22, Tra18]. Partition
[ADM+19b, dOB19]. Participation
[DCA16, Gar12, GSD+17, Smi13, Yan19, YPZ18, ZS18, Zha19].
Participatory [Hua15]. Particle
[ADAq+22, FSY+22, OAI+22, Tra18]. Partition
[ADM+19b, dOB19]. Participation
[DCA16, Gar12, GSD+17, Smi13, Yan19, YPZ18, ZS18, Zha19].
Participatory [Hua15]. Particle
[ADAq+22, FSY+22, OAI+22, Tra18]. Partition
[ADM+19b, dOB19]. Participation
[DCA16, Gar12, GSD+17, Smi13, Yan19, YPZ18, ZS18, Zha19].
Participatory [Hua15]. Particle
[ADAq+22, FSY+22, OAI+22, Tra18]. Partition
[ADM+19b, dOB19]. Participation
[DCA16, Gar12, GSD+17, Smi13, Yan19, YPZ18, ZS18, Zha19].
Participatory [Hua15].
Quality-of-Service-Linked [SB22].
Quantifying [BOK+21]. Quantitative [FGSD22, LS15]. Quantization [WLYL20].
Quantum [AZH22, CFPP21, Del23, IUK+23, PL22b, Rah22, RAR+23].
Quarantine [MPG20]. Queries [ARM20, BB23, RGCM21]. Query [HN18, MXT+16, PSGM22, XY18, ZZZL23b].
Querying [BB23]. Question [ZZZL23a, ZZZL23b]. Questionnaire [BMGI21, LDM22, RRdBSS22].
Queueing [BM20, LL20c]. Queue [RZQS18]. Queueing [BM20, LL20c]. Queueing-Based [RRdBSS22]. Queues [CL16].
QuickFaaS [RFS22]. Quo [dSRRMC+23, ST20].

Ranking [RCGS19, RCL21]. Ransomware [ADSAKAD22, GS23]. Ransomware-Resilient [ADSAKAD22]. Rapid [GPCP12]. Rare [BBM+23a, LWBM22, TADS20].
Raspberry [JOL22]. Rate [CR21, DNZ2W2, IWY20, LMLW18, LMH19, MTA+20, QWR18, RRP17, REP22, WZG+18, YZP22, dOB19].
Rate-Controlled [MTA+20]. Rating [FPT20]. Ratio [KLT17, SJG18, ZLT22].
Real-Time [AMCI17, AAG+22, AGA+22, AGN21, BSE+21, CBKL22, DCA23, For14, GPS15, GPM21, IMR+18, MXT+16, MDB22, PPDC22, RIS+17, SH21, TZE+21, VGK21, VGS+19].
Real-to-Virtual [For14]. Real-World [BSE+21, GPS15, NPM+18, O19].
Realistic [LC21, MG17, VOP22].
Reality [Ant12, ASFAV23, FRE+22, HF22, IKS+21, JGV+21, KTS18, PEN23, ZN22].
Reasoning [AGN21, CCA22, DCHM16, DGGS19, FAS+23, GL12, HCHP16, LLJ16, MKHR21, PCROB21, SU17c]. RECAP [BSE+21]. Receiver [AAR+19, YT15].
Receiver-Triggered [YT15].
Rechargeable [CCTC23]. Recipe [DGLG18]. Recognition [ATH18, AWUF19, AF22, CHMZ21, CC2a, CKSG21, DYLZ21, DMP+23, FM20a, GXWD19, GCA+22, GRA21, GR22b, HAL+22, HYL19, ITH+21, LJWX23, LDZ+23, LMP19, LF23, MKKS18, MSL+23, RGM+21, RB+17, RSG21, SGMMRG21, SOA+20, SYZ19, SDL+19, U19, VG21, XGN19, YCHG18, ZL19b, ZZX19, ZZZ+22, ZXMB22].
Recognition-Based [USS19]. Recommendation [AHD21, AYH+21, BdBCCG21, GAGB19, LPM10, RAK+20, SJ21, WYX18, XY18, XDS+19, ZSF20].
Recommendations [ITZ20, KPB23, KKT20, PEN23, TL17]. Recommender [SGMMRG21, SOB+19, SDM22, ZSRC23].
Researchers [CGMM22], Resident [CCCA22], Residual [LXL+20], Resilience [KYG22, VDKL21, WZS+22], Resilient [ADSAKAD22], ResNet [GR22a].

Resolution [LYD22, LL23, dMLMS22, LHW18].

Resolving [YK21], Resource [AJ18, BKL+22, BSEL20, BM18, ELC20, EVCL21, GWF+23, HKZ+22, HWCL17, HZCZ22, ICF+11, JWRX17, KALY17, KCY22, KSSF19, KLZ16, LHSS12, MCR+23, SA21, SGLZ20, SIJA10, SHN+19, UKF+10, WSM20, YPMM12, ZLY+20].

Resource-Constrained [SA21].

Resource-Efficient [LHS12].


Responses [CS11, HC19]. Responsible [AHP23]. Responsive [SWZ18, SWY+18].

ResQoV [KCY22]. REST [HS18a, LNG19].

REST-Security [LNG19]. RESTful [KMS+12, dCdPC+21]. Restoration [JMZ+22].

Results [BRP+13, HNHH23, KA23, SRM20].

Retailers [TLV23]. Retailing [FRE+22].

Retention [AH21]. Retrieval [CZZZ22, DPP+21, FWL22, IWM22, RRT20, ZZZL23a]. Retrieving [FAB+22, UTO13].

Retrospective [AAN+21]. Reverse [TYH23]. Reversible [CCH21].


Reviewers [Fut20, Fut21, Off14, Off15, Off16, Off17, Off18, Off19, Off22]. Reviewing [AS19, DCPG21]. Reviews [TTPA20].

Revisiting [IBBA20], Revitalization [MBAS20]. Revocable [WZ20].

Revolution [CMS21, JU12]. Revolutionize [LQF17]. Reward [ZY15].

RF [CBD+22, LZ23, XZ19]. RF-Acoustic [CBD+22].

RFID [ASF+23, AM21, HJA18, JLZ18, PPMS19, PBAAN19, SBS18, SOA+20, WZS18, ZLL18].

RFID-WSN [LLZ18].

RGB-IR [MXL22]. Rich [XSM22].

Rich-Features [XSM22]. Rider [MDB22].

Rights [KPP+20b, Tsi14]. Rigidity [PFDDG21]. Rigorous [MKPG22, Tre22].

Rikki [Tsi14]. Ring [HLLZ23].

Ring-Architecture-Based [HLLZ23].

RingFFL [HLLZ23].

RISC [MLPH23].

RISC-V [MLPH23]. Risk [ASCM22, AHM22, AAA+20, BPG19, FC19, GDCM19, Lee20, MSC19, NWG20, PLA17, PPP21, PR12, SWJ20, SG21a].

Risk-Based [AAA+20]. Risk-Taking [SG21a]. Risks [HBFJ20, PS16, Rot12, UW21].

Risky [LJW19, SAF14].

RLXSS [FXHL19].

Road [ADG+19, KKK+20, LLW+17, RYAA22, USS19, YTT19].

Roadshow [LOL21].

Robin [IUK+23, SIJA10].

Robocov [PMP+22b].

Robogames [OOM+18]. Robot [AAD+22, PS17, PMP+22b, SU17a, SZC19, TTO+19].

Robotic [AMVM22, SVK+22, TEE10].

Robotics [CCM+17, DG18, KIG18, SU17b].

Robotics-Case-Study [SU17b].

Robots [CYO+17, CESC21, KIG18, LMY17, RES21].

Robust [ABSG21, SGW22, SS17, SKHK23, TDT+21, VOP22, YHSW19, ZHW21].

Robust-Learning [SGW22].

Robustness [HCXH16, KAAAA22, KL21].

Rogue
[AA19a]. Role
[AG22, DTTK19, DCPG21, ER21, FC19,
GTQ+22, GPLK22, GSD+17, HCW20,
Kr20, KA21, KPC19, KDKG22, LZLW22,
PB23, SLS20, SWGL19, TG13, VKKG22].
Role-Mining [SWGL19]. Roles [HGP21].
Roll [ZWP19], Rome [PBB20]. Rooms [RGP22].
Rosenbrock [LSJ19]. Rotation
[LWHR14, SBS18]. Rotational [Tra18].
Round [IUK+23, SIJA10]. Route
[OT16, TRC+21, YT18]. Router [JLZ18].
Routers [YLK+19]. Routes [OT16].
Routines [NS12]. Routing
[ACG22, AVA+22, AAF+22, ABS20,
BdCRM10, Bi14, CXG+22, ELC+19, Goe12,
GLH+22, KKP22, KLTCl7, LCW+18,
LXL+19, LZL+21, LW15, MMA10, MLK22,
MWY19, MZH22, MLM14, OT16, PZH+18,
TAHO23, TT22, VLAN18, WCM19, YW19,
YC16, YW16]. Routing-Delivery
[LCW+18]. RPL [WC17]. RSS [SOA+20].
RT [LLYL22]. RT-ANN [LLYL22]. Rule
[ARM20, KKT20, Let16, YPMM12].
Rule-Based [ARM20, KKT20]. Rules
[FMA+20, HZCZ22]. Rumor [PW21].
Running [NIK+21, RGC21]. Rural
[Hel15, Hua15, OLMBRCRC23, RS17,
VLRMP21]. Russia [YBMK21]. Russian
[Ant12, FRKS22, RKS+21].
Russian-Language [FRKS22, RKS+21].
Rwanda [Nzu20].
S [FC19, WZG+18]. S4 [PMP+22b]. SA
[RAJ23]. SA-MCSDN [RAJ23]. SAES
[Sac19]. Safe [CTM22a, ML20]. Safer
[RYA22]. Safety [CGT21, DDAu22,
DG23, FTHY21, FAT19, HT14, HZCZ22,
HYL13, KKG20, MDB22, ML20, UANU20].
Saharan [APAR22]. Sales [ZXJ22]. Same
[LLW+17]. Sample
[BM19, BBM20, LRD19, VY19].
Samples [UJ22, VMD+22]. Sampling
[JHL+18, LXY17, YWW+19]. Sandbox
[NK+21]. Santa [WBG12]. Sardinia
[FZ15, ZL14]. SARS [CR21].
SARS-COV-2 [CR21]. SASLedger
[SPS+21]. Satellite [CXG+22, CFP19,
CFPP21, FSC+23, GMLS22, HZL+18,
ISLAR+22, KLPK19, KKM+22, MR23a,
QLL+21, REP22, VL20, VLC+19].
Satellite-Terrestrial [QLL+21]. Satellites
[CXG+22]. Satisfaction [HGL22,
HKZ+22, STG+20, SW18, ZS18, ZN22].
Satisfied [KCY22]. Saturation
[KAAA22]. Saudi [AAN+21, AP21].
Saving [DXX+21, Lee17b, LYP+19].
Savings [CPM17]. Sayonara [CYO+17].
SC-FDM [DNPC+22]. SCADA
[CISM22, TSZ+18]. Scaffolding [BdBC23].
Scalability [HM20]. Scalable
[AGN21, KGRP21, KCV22, NBT22,
PNM+20, SAD21, SPS+21]. Scale
[GMRRQ+16, HP21, JX19, JHC+20,
LF23, MR23b, SKKS22, VKG21, WLM21,
XY21]. Scales [DIG20]. Scan [APB+16].
Scanning [HVS17]. Scenario
[AALS21, FN23, S2C19, Tre21]. Scenarios
[AMF+10, DTR22, MG17, MSH16, NA23,
SAD21, SYZ19, SEB+19, Tre21, WC17,
ZM+22]. Scene [GGD23, LJWX23, LL20a].
Scheduler [ABK22, AGC18]. Scheduling
[AARAA19, And21, AD18, FML+22,
IUK+23, KAL+19, LW19, LSZ21, MMA10,
orL19, SU17b, STCP21, SGLZ20, SIJA10,
Su122, SZFC18, TGS+19, WXL18,
XQLZ19, XNZ23a, YCS17]. Schema
[DH22]. Scheme [AJ18, AOI+23, ADM19a,
AALS21, AZ19, AB19, AD20, AASAI22,
ABS20, BL22, CGLR19, CCC19, HK18,
LWW22, Li23, LCW+18, LH12c, LN19,
MXT+16, Mah17, PZH+18, PYC21, QMN19,
SJG18, SLZ21, SXXH19, SMK+22, TPKA20,
WSM20, WC20, XSX18, XNZ23b, YY17,
YPLZ19, ZWZ17]. Scholar
[LTM+22, RCGSL19, RCL21]. School
[ER21, GGHEM21, JP21, LL20b, LL20c].
Schools [MS20, TC21]. Science
[BMR19, BOKC19, Del21, HRKL21, Let16,
LAG^+18, MT20, PBB20, Por21, MGLBM MSC20, YM20]. **Sciences** [WKF^+21]. **Scientific** [AD18, EM09, ER10, FAB^+22, FAS^+23, HC21, MGLBM MSC20, WBG12]. **Scientists** [Ves18]. **Scientometric** [SGMMRG21].

SciFlow [ER10], **SCMC** [Mah17], **Scope** [HNHH23]. **Scoping** [vdSFRF23]. **Scopus** [RCGSL19]. **Score** [MGB21]. **Scores** [FPT20]. **Scratch** [PJMM22]. **Screen** [CCCA22]. **Screening** [GVY^+23]. **SD** [EH21, TRC^+21]. **SD-BROV** [TRC^+21]. **SD-WAN** [EH21]. **SDMw** [HVS17]. **SDN** [Pap20, AV23, AF21, AHM22, FMMS21, HK18, KSD^+23, KAAAA22, MWY19, PG19, SDM21, SHBS19, SZFC18, SP22, WKW18, YHSW19]. **SDN-Based** [AV23, AF21, KSD^+23, MWY19, YHSW19]. **SDN-Enabled** [FMMS21]. **SDN-NFV** [SP22]. **SDNs** [YL^+19]. **SDR** [MM21]. **SDR-Based** [MM21]. **Sea** [WLG^+22].

**Seagull** [AK22]. **Search** [AMR^+21, CP10, CCKH21, FPT20, HWZP18, KVST19, KH10, MDM21, SOR16, SZC19, VG20, XJ10, ZBN21, ZYL17, ZVKK19, KH10]. **Search-Order** [CCKH21]. **Searching** [LWBM22, XJ10]. **Secondary** [HT14]. **Secret** [BLU^+15]. **Sectional** [BM19].

**Sector** [CTM22b, DV23, SL^+22, SS14]. **Secure** [AD19a, Alb21, ADS21, AAI^+22, BFY22, BL22, FNN21, GPCP12, GMS^+20, HVS17, HS20, KAS^+22, KSW21, KHN^+11, Lec18, MT17b, PZH^+18, POC20, RC18, SS15, SMN22, SPT23, SXX20, WUH^+23, POC20]. **Secured** [SPS^+21]. **Securing** [AOI^+23, AF21, BSM22, CPK22, GPPB^+21, MS22, SA21]. **Securities** [FJWTY23]. **Security** [AH22, AS19, AIR^+18, AAASKJ22, AS15, ASN22, BPG19, CVG^+22, CKK21, CMH10, DJC^+22, DGD^+19, ESLB20, FAB^+12, FYWS16, FC22, FSG^+16, FP19, GWK17, GKS10, HLCG21, HHH20, HF14, IOW16, IZK^+20, KMW18, KSA^+21, LZZ^+17, LNG19, MMS22, MIK^+23, MGJ22, MSF16, NLT^+23, PS16, PMGG21, PPN18, PPP21, RY10, RGMFM12, SBS18, SGG^+22, SOSR^+16, SOVC^+16, SAF14, Sta22, SWGL19, SAM^+18, TH21, TSDG22, VFFH19, WYL^+21, XKKL23, YHSW19, YO19, YZC^+20, ZR15]. **Seed** [RZCL19].

**Seeing** [JMJ^+22]. **Seeking** [PW22]. **Segment** [ELC^+19]. **Segmentation** [LSH21, MMD22, PTK^+23, SGW22, YL^+19, ZHW23]. **Segmentation-Based** [LSH21, ZHW23]. **Seismic** [MFO^+20].

Select [Cop14]. Selected [Bod22, NZZ13]. **Selection** [BAR^+21, CLC^+22, CZK^+17, CF17, CFX20, EMHF19, FRKS22, FKZ22, GDN^+23, GL13, MSAA22, MIL^+22, PDTM15, SJS18, SQK^+17, STK21, SXX19, TYH23, ZZWP19]. **Selective** [Fio10]. **Self** [ADSAKAD22, CPP^+20, CTM21, DYS15, DHG21, KOJP13, LMP19, LYG23, NE21, Sac19, SU17a, SGG^+22, SW12a, WLL^+19, WSD22, XCS18, YWS22, YW16].

Self-Adapting [Sac19]. Self-Adaptive [XCS18, YW16]. **Self-Assessment** [DHG21]. **Self-Attention** [LMP19, YWS22]. **Self-Determination** [NE21]. **Self-Evolving** [LYG23].

Self-Healing [ADSAKAD22]. **Self-Improved** [SOG^+22]. **Self-Media** [WLL^+19]. **Self-Optimization** [DYS15].

Self-Organize [SU17a]. Self-Organizing [CPP^+20]. **Self-Provisioning** [KOJP13].

Self-Reported [SW21a]. Self-Supervised [WSD22]. **SEM** [ZYY20a]. **Semantic** [ALLR16, CSC21, FPT20, GNNZRCRG18, HWCH12, HGL2, KBBP2, LPPG22, LH21a, LDZ^+23, LCS12, MMD22, NDD^+22, PFL12, PA13, PN^+20, RDD^+14, SOKS12, SJ20, VRA^+18, WZ18, YAV^+21, ZGH13, BFFZ^+12, DBD^+14, Fra18, PFL12, RKM^+22].

**Semantic-Based** [ALLR16]. **Semantic-Driven** [RDD^+14].

Semantically [KMS^+12]. **Semantics** [RRT20]. **Semi** [ABK22, GSO^+10, KHP^+22,
KAAA22, TTO+19, ZJX18.
Semi-Automatic [GSO+10].
Semi-Autonomous [TTO+19].
Semi-Persistent [ABK22].
Semi-Supervised [KHP+22, KAAA22].
Semi-TCP [ZJX18]. Sending [HYL13].
Senior [ACK+16]. Sense
[CMS21, GSD+17, OY19, TTO+19].
Sensemaking [GPCP12, VI16]. Sensing
[BYG22, EUDW23, UGJA18, Hel15, HMR+21, Oie12, TZX+21, WWYQ19, XZ19, ZCZ17]. Sensitive [PCM22]. Sensor
[AAAHA22, BZP+21, BAR+21, BF18, CH16, CCTC23, CMH10, CFX20, JCPV22, LZ23, MMA10, MCM+10, MGG+23, MP13, SLW17, TAM22, TAHO23, TSDG22, WCF+16, WCM19, WXL+23, WL18, XSX18, YW16, YLH+17, ZLS19]. Sensorial
[BKSS19]. Sensors
[DMP+23, MKR22, TEE10]. Sensory
[DMP+23, FRET+22, PHG220]. Sentence
[BOB+20]. Sentiment
[AWBS23, CWC+22, JLM19, LLZL19, LLJ22, MKK+22, PPN18, SH21, TPKA20, THL21, WC223, YWS22, YYW20, ZL19a, ZZ19]. Sentiment-Aware [SH21]. Sentimental
[JXA19]. Sentinel [GMLS22]. Sentinel-2
[GMLS22]. SEO [GKK+19, KLKA19]. Separate
[AGN21]. Separated [CPP+20]. Separation
[SWGL19, SSX20]. Separation-of-Duty
[SWGL19, SSX20]. Sequence
[ARAAA19, LC23].
Sequence-to-Sequence
[LC23].
Sequential [DYLZ21]. Series
[KLKP19, PW21, TOLG21, WX20, WLG+22].
Serpent
[MS22]. Server
[PXC18, ZZWP19].
Servers
[HWZP18, SGLZ20]. Service
[AP22, AMG22, ABK22, ARC+19, AAD+12, ASL17, BB17, CCD+21, CL16, CC22a, CH16, CMH10, Ciu19, CSC21, DCHM16, DGF23, ESLB20, GL13, GMMI16, GGK18, GKG19, IKP+13, IUI23, KTS18, KMS+12, KG18, KA21, KKT20, LG+14, LW11, LW21, MHS23, MP16, MNN19, MKvD11, MKSV+19, MSC+21, NSV17, NPM+18, PDTM15, PZH+18, PN+20, QLL+21, RRM22, RF21, SB22, SYB+18, SMG13, SSH20, SPT23, SWJ20, SGD19, SWY+18, TBT+23, TKH+11, UB18, dSVJdALRS21, VFFH19, WWB+20, WYW+22, GYV+23]. Service-Oriented
[LW11, MP16]. Services
[AFS+22, BOK+21, BDL22, CHH+16, CFP19, CR11, DTTK19, FC19, Fer12, FAB+12, FGBMG19, Fra18, GTM22, IFF21, JRP21, JAS21, KMS+12, KCY22, KPC19, LW11, MKSV+19, NMH+21, NSD+22, PSM+18, RAK+20, SIZD12, SWZ18, Tri14, VP22, WZL19, Yan17, YKC19, ZKV12, ZWP19, ZSS+22, RGRK22]. Serving
[LG20]. Set
[ACAP20, GM19, Makh17, ZHZ+19]. Set-Valued
[ACAP20, GM19]. Sets
[HCXH16]. Settings
[AAR+19, BLW+17, BM18]. Setup
[KP15, SOR16]. Sextortion
[PB23].
Shadow [ZMDCEM12]. Shadowing
[KP19]. Shallow
[YZZ+20]. SHAP
[GDN+23, MPK+23]. Shape
[SSR+21].
Shapelet
[KVST19]. Shaping
[HGF21, Khr20, KA21]. Shapley
[GDN+23].
Shared
[WZC23, YJSL18]. Shares
[BLU+15]. Sharing
[AGC18, CCA22, CGLR19, CDD+21, FM16, FMNS11, HWCL17, PYC21, ZAV14].
SHFL
[AAJ+22]. Shift
[ARAAA19]. Shifts
[FS+23]. Ship
[Ngu19, ZXSX19]. Ships
[CTP+22]. Shop
[SU17b]. Shops
[PF2B20]. Short
[BKL+22, FR15, Fra23, HSL+23, LGY23, PLA+21, WC232, ZJX22]. Short-Term
[BKL+22, HSL+23, LGY23, PLA+21, ZJX22]. Short-Text
[WZC23]. Shortest
[TYH23]. Shot
[HY22, LDZ+23]. Should
[MGFF14, PdRBB19]. Show
[SLP+22]. Side
[DSMM21, LNT+23, PXC18, dSVJdALRS21, YC22]. Side-Channel
[DSMM21, LNT+23]. Sidecar
[BCM+19].
Sidetlink
[BCM+19a]. SIEM
[KPCS13].
Sign [JDH21, STV^+22]. Signage
[CTP^+22, TOLG21]. Signal [LLW^+17].
Signals [DAMAS^+19, JPVC^+21, OAI^+22].
Signature [FR^+15]. Signatures [DMO^+19].
Significance [AWSA^+23]. Silence [ZSZ^+18].
Similarity [DH^+18, OY^+19]. Simple
[AK^+19, BdBC^+23, BR^+21, Gro^+17, JK^+20, KWI^+19, LBUP^+21]. Simplifying [ER^+10].
Simulated [JHL^+18]. Simulating
[AMA^+22, BSEL^+20, BSE^+21, GLDL^+18, SEB^+19]. Simulation
[AVA^+22, BdBCCG^+21, BMGI^+21, GLH^+22, KHRG^+19, LZC^+21, MDT^+20, VC^+23].
Simulation-Based [BMGI^+21, KHRG^+19]. Simulations [SUF^+22]. Simulator
[BSE^+21]. Simulators [ALDS^+19, ZDP^+22]. Sina
[AHD^+21]. Single [ARM^+20, BTB^+22, DDZ^+18, DNZW^+22, HY^+22, TBT^+23].
Single-Mode [DDZ^+18]. Single-Shot [HY^+22]. Sink
[BZN^+23, TAHO^+23]. SIoT [ZBN^+21]. Site
[AIPV^+21, VL^+20]. Sites [AP^+21, Sni^+13]. Situ
[GRRZ^+18]. Situation [YBM^+21].
Situational [LCV^+17]. Situations
[LH^+19, UAN^+20]. Size
[EMHF^+19, KK^+21, LH^+21c]. Sized
[SRS^+23, SDM^+22]. Skeleton [COL^+22].
Skeleton-Based [COL^+22]. Skills
[VBWW^+22]. Slicing
[AMG^+22, DJC^+22, LTW^+21]. Slighted
[VLY^+22]. Slighted-ALOHA [VLY^+22]. Slovak
[MKK^+22]. Slum [PR^+11].
Slum-Upgrading [PR^+11]. Small
[GMRR^+16]. Small-Scale
[GMRR^+16]. Smart
[ABC^+22, AAM^+21, AEM^+23, ARC^+19, AH^+21, AAJ^+22, BMS^+20, BSM^+22, BZDP^+19, BFVM^+14, CV^+22, CBKL^+22, CC^+22a, DTR^+22, DAMAS^+19, EHJ^+17, ENT^+21, FM^+16, FM^+20a, GAG^+19, GLD^+18, GHA^+21, Gia^+18b, GBKN^+23, GSL^+20b, GNNZRC^{RG}^+18, GPM^+21, HXHP^+17, IM^+18, KZRH^+22, KSD^+23, KAM^+19, KPP^+20b, KPP^+20a, KCK^+19, KK^+20, KAL^+19, LNB^+12, LMSC^+19, Let^+16, LMY^+21, Mal^+20, MDB^+22, MAW^+19, Mar^+17, MIK^+23, McK^+20, MLL^+22, OGR^+20, PPGC^+16, PCC^+18, PSC^+19, PPN^+18, PTM^+20, Pir^+22, RVH^+17, BNK^+23, SA^+21, SSO^+19, SNKG^+20, Str^+22, SZC^+19, TL^+19, VL^+20, VBWW^+22, WZL^+20, WHW^+22, WS^+21, YBMK^+21, ZKKK^+19, ZL^+22, ZLS^+19, ZTBD^+20]. Smart-City [KSD^+23].
Smart-Home-Based [ABCC^+22]. Smarter
[Mal^+20]. SmartLab [TP^+21]. Smartness
[McK^+20]. Smartphone
[KKL^+20, SRM^+20, BRP^+13, UDF^+19]. Smartphone-Based [BRP^+13]. Smartphones [KKTS^+22]. Smartwatch
[BMB^+23b]. SMEs [DRP^+21, SOSC^+16].
SMOTE [ASF^+23]. SMS
[FTAA^+21, GMA^+20]. SMYOLO [ZMW^+22]. Snack
[KWI^+19]. SNR [SZL^+21]. SNS
[THT^+18]. SNS^+24 [YQG^+22]. SOAP
[KMS^+12]. SoC [MLP^+23]. Social
[AKYP^+23, AWBS^+23, AS^+19, AP^+21, AIR^+18, ACK^+16, BdBCCG^+21, BCT^+21, BOKC^+19, CLM^+21, CDM^+23, CF^+17, CCM^+17, Dav^+12, DIA^+20, FC^+19, Fare^+12, FRK^+22, FZ^+15, FBOC^+15, GJ^+15, GCP^+12, GNV^+21, Gog^+12, GMB^+21, GFL^+21, HT^+14, HZL^+23, HCW^+20, HRGQ^+21, ITZ^+20, Jur^+12, KG^+18, KPC^+19, KDKG^+22, Let^+16, LZC^+21, MP^+20, MMH^+16, MKDG^+20, MS^+16, MGFF^+14, MSX^+21, MOAI^+17, NWG^+20, PB^+23, PST^+21, FPT^+12, Pir^+22, RZCL^+19, RDD^+14, SK^+19, SRM^+21, SAL^+21, Sni^+13, ST^+20, SG^+21b, THT^+18, TZH^+21, TL^+17, TLV^+23, TKT^+18, Ves^+18, VKK^+19, VKK^+22, VCB^+14, WLI^+17, WZC^+19, WZL^+19, WKF^+21, YKC^+19, YPLZ^+19, Zha^+19, ZSRC^+23, ZSF^+20, CB^+16, WYW^+22]. Social- [RDD^+14]. Social-Aware [CFP^+17]. Socialism [HW^+16]. Socially [PS^+17]. Societal [MZ^+19].
Societies [Let^+16, LMY^+21]. Society
[ACK^+16, Tsi^+14, MAP^+23]. Socioeconomic
[HGF^+21, HRKL^+21]. Soft [CFX^+20, LH^+21].
Software
[AA^+19b, AA^+19, AA^+21c, BCFP^+21, BM^+14,

Software-Defined
[BM14, FML+22, GTQ+22, LXL+19, MZS19, MP16, RAJJ23, SAM+18, TRC+21, VL20].


Source [CTP+22, DTR22, FSY+22, GMD+22, KRSP22, Li18, PLYD20, PTM20, PFL+12, SYL21, TRB22, ZZY19]. 

Sourced [Lal14]. Sources [RBZMR21]. Sourcing [NPB12]. South [PH20]. 

Sovereign [CTM21]. Space [GPMO20, Lec18, LLL21, MWY19, Whe09].

Spaceborne [SWC+23]. Spaces [LMSC19, MS20, Whe09, YWL22].

Spacing [AAR+19]. Spain [VLMP21].

Spam [GMA20]. Spammers [AA19a].

Spanish [AdMTJ20, Hor19, LLL20c, RRAAGMMG20].

Spark [JOL22]. SPARQL [RAA+18].

Sparse [KES22, SQK+17].

Sparse-to-Dense [KES22]. Spatial [BR21, DQ18, FMSN11, LMDH19, PG14, SS14, WX20, YCHG18, ZWZ17, PL22a].

Spatial-Temporal [WX20]. Spatio [CFG20, EvdMB20, dCMA21].

Spatio-Temporal [CFG20, EvdMB20, dCMA21].

Spatiotemporal [AES21]. Special [Bod22, CB16, EMMP22, Far12, Fer12, Gra13, LMK18, Mac22, PSC19, Sta22, ZMKR22].

Specialists [JP13]. Species [GNK+10].

Specific [GPCG12, KS19, LY19, MSN13]. Specifications [MUS11]. Spectral

[GMLS22]. Spectrogram [LF23].

Spectrum [CZK+17, CHMZ21, FM16, JRP21, Wan17, WWYQ19, ZCZ17]. Speech [ITH+21, MCR+23, STV+22, VVK+21].

Speech-to-Text [MCR+23]. Speed [DWY19b, GAGB19, HM20, KKS+19, Tra18].

Spending [AMEF21]. Sphere [PE13].

Spherical [Mat20]. SPIHT [SS17]. Spiking [BZP+21, Vem22]. Spillover [RZQS18].

Split [MHK13, MM21]. Spoofing [MMS22].

Sports [PRS22]. Spots [ALST20, CDM23].

Spread [DGMP21, HGF21]. Spreading [CLM+21, HD19, RFSOHSM21]. SQL [AV23, GHL+23]. SRMCC [DNZW22].

SRUP [POC20]. SSI [CTM22b, PBK22].

SSQL [GHL+23]. SSS [AMSM23]. Stack [JLH+13, dVBA23]. Stacked [ZMB22].

Stacking [ASCM22, WLL+19].


States [GPKL22, SG21b, WLL+17]. Static [BdCRM10, GSP15, SN22]. Station [CPKK23, ENT21, YPXH19]. Stations [BZDP19].

Statistical [CMW18, Sni15].

Statistics [SJ12]. Status [CBD+22, HE20, SCM12]. Stay [PaRB19].

Steady [HCH16]. Steganalysis [WLYL20]. Steganography [PTZM22, SKH23, WLYL18, WCYL20, WLYL20].

StegNet [WLYL18]. Steps [AML22, For14, LCS12]. Stereotypes [Söd13].

Stickiness [HL19]. Sticky [FN23].

Stiffness [DGMP21]. Stochastic [ZQCC16].

Stock [CLC+22, SPA+22, TZS+21].


Stopovers [ALST20]. Stopping [FTHY21].

Stops [KAM+19]. Storage
[DH22, DPR+21, HOV23, HDT22, LZS18, LL23, MMN19, PV20, PV22, SHHM21, SPS+21, SMK+22, XSMM22, YJSL18, YL21].

Store [FRE+22, KFP10]. Store-Carry [KFP10]. Storm [SPM+22]. Storms [DGD+19]. Storytelling [BH12].

Stranger [DCPG21]. Strategic
[FZI5, LZ11]. Strategies [AK19, AR23, BdCRM10, BM19, BBM20, EAKM22, KSD+23, KFP10, MP20, RRP17, XJ10].

Strategy [BMJ+22, CPRS20, DXL+22, FAT19, GW15, ISLARP+22, KTY+23, KHM20, LZS18, LYP+19, LWZL22, MBH22, PPF21, RRM22, SGLZ20, SYGY21, SIZD12, TTKZ19, VBWW22, XCSM18, XNZ23a, ZBN21, ZWZ19, ZZY+2].

Strategy-Based [MBH22]. Stream [GL12, LQY+19, MGM+23, SSR+21, VdHH+19].


Strengthening [WZS+22]. Stress [FC19, KPC19, LRD23, VGS+19].

Stress-Outcome [FC19, KPC19]. Stressor [FC19, KPC19]. Stroke [NS12]. Structural
[BZP+21]. Structure [Jeo20, KK20, NZU20, OKH13, TCG19, WC20, ZY20].

Structured [HS18a, Kra22, V116].

Structures [GKW+10, Sac19]. Structuring [BML19]. Student [Ali22, AGN21, BBK+20, LLZ21, NE21, SSOA+16, ZH21].

Students [AP21, BM19, Del21, ER21, FOJE19, Gao21, Gui18a, HT14, HOPGRV21, LL20b, VCRCSV+21, ZZZ22, dSPR+22].

Studies [Bod22, ERBL12, HDK+12, MMH16, SLY+12, Uto13, YMJ20]. Study
[AMAA+21, AP21, AMAE22, ADAq+22, AAC21, ARY2A1, ARC+19, BMB23b, BM19, CFV19, DMS+22, DTL+21, FRE+22, FZ15, FGBMG19, Gar12, GLRM19, dPCGM20, GMMI16, GRA21, HSM19, HUM+21, Hua15, Jal19, JHC+20, KYG22, KLKA19, KK21, KK23, KG18, KDKG22, Kra22, MPG20, MS20, MHF22, MK20, MM21, MTHN22, NB12, OLMBRC23, OBK23, PDJ21, PS17, PHG+20, PHGZ20, RCGSL19, RS22, SU17b, SRS23, STG+20, SRM20, SVFV23, SJ12, MLGL17, TBT+23, THL21, VLM21, VDE+20, WC17, WI20, WLJM21, WC23, ZJX22, dSPR+22].

Studying [JZJX18]. Stuxnet [BPBF12, Den12]. Style [FOJE19, Tas10]. Sub [RD18, APAR22].

Sub-Network [RD18]. Sub-Saharan [APAR22]. Subjected [NPMPM23].

Subjective [AWSA23, BS17, HCW20].

Subjectivity [SPC22]. Substitute [RZCL19]. Substring [SOR16].

Subsystems [AKM22]. Success [MP20]. Successful [Hor19]. Suitability [EvdMB20].

Suite [TAAK21]. Summarization [BTB22, LC23]. Summarizer [FTAA21].

Super [HWCH12, dMLMS22]. Super-Peer [HWCH12]. Super-Resolution [dMLMS22].

Supercomputer [Kra20].

Supercomputing [DCHM16]. Supervised [GGD23, HXHP17, HOV23, KHP+22, KAAA22, LTTSA1, TTP22, WSD22].

Supervision [HP21]. Supply [CTM21, GSL20b, PR20, RKT19, YO19, Yu21a, Yu21b]. Support [CBKL22, CTM21, DTS21, FCGR22, HCM20, IKP+13, LA20, LMS+12, MKHR21, NLVP12, Ng19, Nsd+22, RKS+21, RAK+20, SGR+13, SPB+11, V116, VKV+22, YWW+19].

Supported [DTS21, GSO+10, RRP22].

Supporting [FFP+22, FR16, MP13, PFL+12, PH16, SGR20, SOL16, VP22].

Supports [WPC18]. Surface
[DMAS+19, JMJ+22, SF22, WLG+22, ZZP22].

Surfaces [APAR22]. Surface-Aided [SF22].

Surveys [LZS18, LS12, SYZ19, US19]. Surgery
[ANAM+18, AI20, AL20, AMCI17, AR23, AKM22, AIPV21, BCM+19a, BBM20,
BSEL20, BB17, CPM+19, CBM+20, CMH10, CDBF19, CBB17, CFX20, DJC+22, DLK10, Dua21, EABE19, FWLY23, FK21, FAB+12, FM20b, GZC21, GKS10, GSO+10, HH20, IZK+20, JCPV22, KKG20, KSA+21, KBF+22, LS21, MDT20, MKK17b, MSHH16, MTM22, ORK+19, OPGH23, PH20, PST+21, SK19, STK21, SSM20, TLM+20, TEE10, VMG12, WL18b, VSEE+21, YZC+20.

Surveying [LWZ+21], Survive [LMS19], Surviving [PDT23], Sustainability [MMN19]. Sustainable [AAK523, NSGJN21, OFK19, PPMMIS19].


System [AEM+23, AA21c, AMZ+20, APARR2, ALDS19, ADG+19, BdBCCG21, BSE+21, CTP+22, COL21, CTM22b, CBG+19, CNG+21, DTR22, DHDAn22, DRK+22, DAMAS+19, FWL22, FMA+20, FBOC15, GNK+10, GMMI16, HZWJ21, HWCL17, HMR+21, IAG+21, JLZ18, KGRP21, KWT+19, KE22, KK20, KP15, LLH20, LZ23, IWFY+15, LXL+20, LLW21, LHW18, LZK0, LSM+12, MDB22, MSN13, MFO+20, dSMdO22, Ngu19, PPR+20, PPMMIS19, PLA17, RIS+17, RRT20, RVH17, SSOA+16, SMB23, SCA+19, SW21b, SOB+19, SZL21, SOA+20, SHN+19, SH20, SLY+12, TADS20, Tas10, TSZ+18, TPD+20, UUT+19, UANU20, VL20, VCAJNN22, VSE21, Wan17, WL21, WXL+23, WC23, WS21, YZP22, YWLY22, YBO+23, ZHZ+19, ZJ18, ZC21, ZS21, ZGL20, ZSR23, ZZZ+22].

System-Level [CGM+19]. Systematic [AZAV22, AN22, AAA+20, DIG20, GGW18, KT22, KIG23, LH21b, MKD20, MR23b, O019, OPGH23, PJM22, RNFS20, dSRRdOT21, SMVP21, SKKS22, UW21, VLBRMP21, VDE+20]. Systemic [DGHH+20]. Systems [AZ19, AM21, AR23, AA19b, AAA+19, ASD+22, ARM20, AAE+22, AAJ+22, AMVM22, CSIS19, Cap12, Cap23, CPP+20, CFGD20, DPH17, DPH19, DN20, DDZ8, DSM21, FM16, FAT19, GPCP12, GS23, GW13, GL19, GTQ+22, Ginh18, GMH18, GSL20, Gro22, HCXH16, HLG21, HM20, HBFJ20, HAL18, HJA18, KHAA21, KP19, KKG20, KK21, KDKG22, KKEV17, KPC13, KBBH21, K1D+15, LH19, LDM22, LZZ18, LSZ21, L23, LYP+19, MSC19, MT17a, MAW+19, MBH22, MOAI17, Min20, MS23, MKM+19, MKHR21, OCCB20, OFK19, PMP22a, PVM22, PSC19, PA13, PGSL20, PH16, PGSM22, RLY10, SBS18, SMVP21, SGMMR21, SOSR+16, STG+20, SNH+19, SPR+21, TMP22, TLK+20, TKT+18, VP22, VDSK23, WYS17, WJ21, WSP2, WUH+23, YG20, Yiu21a, YL21].

Systems-Aided [DN20].


tattles [UDF+19]. Tax [LrLs21, MTHN22]. Taxonomic [KBP22].


TCN [CLC+22]. TCN-Deep [CLC+22]. TCP [CISM22, OLMcAdA20, PW22, RRP17, WWD21, YAV+21].

TCN-Deep [CLC+22]. TCP [CISM22, OLMcAdA20, PW22, RRP17, WWD21, YAV+21].

TCP [CISM22, OLMcAdA20, PW22, RRP17, WWD21, YAV+21].

TCP [CISM22, OLMcAdA20, PW22, RRP17, WWD21, YAV+21].

TE [BdCRM10]. Teacher [KID+15, LL20c, MRRMC21, PEN23].

Teachers [dPCGMC20, ZKV12]. Teaching [BPLBM21, Del21, GDRcDL23, HAL+22, HJC+20, JP21, LF23, LBBPM21, PLSF14, RMLAZOPC21, SS21, SG+17, TMTMB20, VBWW22, VCAJMN22]. Team [MPK+23]. Team-Level [MPK+23].

Teamwork [AGB22]. Technical [AH22, Ala20, AAAKJ22]. Technique [ADAq+22, UGJA18, KUBS22, LWHR14, MKKS18, PMP22a, ZHZ+19].

Techniques [AMAe22, GSO+10, GKGK20, HOV23, HN18, LMSC19, LOL21, MG10, MKJ22, MLS+23, MF20, RGP22, SLP+22, WC23].


Technological [CBD+22, GL19, LL20c]. Technologies [AIPV21, BM18, CTP+22, CMH10, CDBF19, EABE19, ERBL12, FM20b, GDRcDL23, GDARM18, GNGHEM21, HUM+21, KIC23, KMV+23, LFQ117, LH21b, LMCV17, LA20, Mac+22, MTTM22, NA23, Pir+21, Pir+22, PPDC+22, PRI+22, RC18, RRS20, ST22, SPM+22, YHN21].

Technology [ACA+21, BCG+23, BN14, CBRS21, CPM17, DCA16, EmdMB20, EL+19, FWLY23, FM16, FK21, FAC22, GLD+18, HSI+22, IKS+21, KZRH22, KT22, LWY+15, ML20, ORG+20, ORL22, PPM21, Rec21, RKT19, dSRRMC+23, SLS20, SE15, SRM20, SH20, Tre21, VFS+19, XKKL23, Yiu21a, ZSB19].


Text [ADAq+22, CT20, FTAA21, GKW+10, JSPH21, LC23, LW+21, XJK22].

Text [ADAq+22, CT20, FTAA21, GKW+10, JSPH21, LC23, LW+21, XJK22].

Textual [Ant12]. Texture [KWI+19]. th [REP22]. Thesaurus [CPM17].


[LLW21]. Thickness-Based [LLW21].

**Things** [AA19b, BSEL20]. Things
[AHY+21, CVG+22, GNZ2RCRG18, HRAA19, JDV21, KE22, Lee20, MAPE18, QLR+22, TL19, TN20, A01+23, AAAH22, AAGB+20, AA20, AAAAJJ22, AS15, ASN22, BML19, BTS+21, BFL20, BCFP21, BYS+15, BMG21, BCM+19b, CPM+19, CMK+16, FMA+20, FPKK22, GZC21, Gro22, HDBD23, JAJ19, MJM+23, KHRRG19, KA23, Le19, Li18, LZZ+17, MAAEP18, NDKBL19, NZU20, OMD+22, ORK+19, POC20, RIS+17, RKT19, RRAGMMGG20, BNK+23, SVK+22, SS23, SSTD23, SDTD19, UB18, VC19, VCPRRC20, WXL+23, WYW+22, WY19, ZZ19]. Things-of-Interest
[AYH+21]. **Think** [DG18]. Thinking
[VBWW22]. **Thorough** [DRP+21]. Threat
[ADS20, Ahu22, KKK+19, Kos16, KAS+20, SKI+19, SYLL21, YYY+23, YO19, dCdG20].

**Through** [LGV13]. **Three**
[ASMM22, BTB22, Goe12, LCS12, SGJ18].

**Three-Dimensional** [Goe12]. **Threshold**
[HEP+11, LGY23, WUH+23].

**Thresholding** [LYX17]. **Thresholds**
[XCSM18]. **Throughput** [JP20, KALY17, KTCP17, LLW20, LS221, VL20].

**Through-Aware** [KALY17].

**Through-First** [LSZ21]. Thwart
[YG20]. **Ticket** [CCD+12]. Tier
[CKK21, ME01Bh, YPG20]. **Tiered**
[CL16, GGK18]. **TiMAC** [TPD+20]. Time
[Alb19, AMC17, AAG+22, AGA+22, CBKL22, DCA23, FMD+22, GPM21, HC21, IMR+18, IUK+23, JDH21, KLKP19, LLHW20, Le19, MXT+16, MDB22, MAM+21, PW21, PPDC22, RIS+17, RGM21, SNH+19, SH21, SS22, SSS22, SWZ18, TOL21, TZE+21, VGK21, VGS+19, WX20, WL+22, WKK22, Yan19, YX+21, ZSZ18, ZHK23, ZGH13].

**Time-Dependent** [ZGH13]. **Time-Series**
[TOLG21]. **Time-Variant** [ZSZ18].

**TimeBank** [LLW21]. **Times**
[ELC+19, SOSR+16]. **Timing** [KKS+19].

**TinyML** [SKKS22]. **TLC** [WC20]. **TLD**
[GPLK02]. Today [Bob22]. **Token**
[MA23]. **Tokenization** [MZ19]. **Tolerance**
[RK19]. **Tolerant** [CAS+20, KKP22h, MKM17b, MLM14, USS19]. **Tomographic**
[XZ19]. **Tomography** [KGP20]. **Tongue**
[SDL+19]. **Tool**
[BMB23b, ESL20, FSC+23, LS15, MBAS20, MS16, NBP12, PG14, SPC+11].

**Toolbox** [SSR17]. **Toolchain** [RLB+23].

**Tools** [ASFAV23, CS11, KID+15, MDT20, NS12, PLA+21, PFL+12, TRB22, Whe09].

**Tooth** [SDL+19]. **Tooth-Marked**
[SDL+19]. **Topic**
[Alb22, BOB+20, LY19, VLPR20, WZC19].

**Topic-Specific** [LY19].

**Topics** [CQWC22, HS18b, LTM+22]. **Topologies**
[GX20]. **Topology**
[KKP22a, MWY19, TPD+20]. **Tor**
[MBF+12]. **Tourism**
[AWBS23, ALST20, FGBMG19]. **Tourist**
[MK20, SGMMRG21, SS14]. **Town**
[UUT+19]. **Town-Watching** [UUT+19].

**Toy** [SPC+11]. **TPM** [KHN+11].

**TPU** [AAG+22]. **Trace** [JLH+13]. **Traceability**
[GFHK+12, Yiu21a, Yiu21b]. **Traceroute**
[PG19]. **Traces** [MR+18]. **Tracing**
[GFPD21, PMA+22, RRLT20]. **Tracking**
[CZZH15, PDL21, RRL20, WL20]. **Tract**
[HGM22]. **Trade**
[AHM12, GL13, GPLK22, HKZ+22].

**Trade-Off** [HKZ+22]. **Trade-Offs**
[GL13, AHM12]. **Tradeoff** [QWR18].

**Tradeoffs** [SMG13]. **Trading**
[MCA23, WKD22]. **Traditional**
[EM09, NS12]. **Traffic**
[AES21, AMAE22, APP22, ALST20, AAE+22, CBKL22, CC22a, DHDAu22, ESL20, GSL20a, LLCL23, MSN13, PCC+18, Pin10, RRP17, SZFC18, WHB+21, WSD22, XGY+22, Y19, ZZL+21].

**Training** [AS19, ACBP19, dPCMGMC20, GTC19, KI20, KHN+22, KL21, LSJ19,
LTTS21, ML20, RRS20. Trajectories [LTM+22, TGELOSH13]. Trajectory [QMN19, YKY18]. Trans [LYL+22].
Transaction [FWL22, HM20, OKH13, SCA+19]. Transactions [JJFC22]. Transactive [YG20]. Transcoding [NBT22].
Transcripts [CS22]. Transformer [GPMO20, JWRX17]. Transmission [Giu18a, THL21]. Travel [CCC19, FMA+22].
Translation [ATA19, PCM22]. Translating [RNFS20, ZL21]. Treat [اتف22, MKM23]. Trend [FGE20, MMC22].
Two-Dimensional [YLY+19]. Two-Factor [AD20]. Two-Hop [PCZ20, YLJ21]. Two-Layered [QWR18].

UAV-Based [LBK22]. UAVs [GM20, MSP21]. Ubimus [KMT+23]. Ubimus-Design [KMT+23]. Ubiquitous [BKSS91, TWM02].
TWM20, TSZ\textsuperscript{+}18, TRB22, TS22, UJ22, UUT\textsuperscript{+}19, VGK21, Vem22, VI16, XCSM18, XY18, YCHG18, Yiu21a, ZMDCEM122, ZHZ\textsuperscript{+}19, ZWW717, ZL22, ZXM122, ZSF20, ZTBD20, dVBA23, UTAD\textsuperscript{dSPR}\textsuperscript{+}22. Utilising [SAF14]. Utility [FGBMI19, GHGL22]. Utilization [CZY17, QWR18]. Utilize [TLV23]. Utilizing [ASF\textsuperscript{+}23, DDD\textsuperscript{+}\textsuperscript{22}, KAS\textsuperscript{+}\textsuperscript{22}, KP15, PV20, PV22, YMH22]. UWB [CLZL18]. UX [KG18].
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[AP22, Ahn22, ELCS+19, ELCS20, KKS+19, Pap20, RC18, SADP21, STCP21, SN23].


VIS-HAPT [NNRR+21]. Vision [BS17, BFL20, LA23, MSP21, NA23].

Vision-Based [LA23]. Visual [BR21, BS17, DMS+22, Hor19, ITH+21, JCPV22, KBBH21, KVL+22, Lal14, LDZ+23, LPM10, PDI21, SSX20].

Visualization [PMA+22, RBG+22, SFD20, WBG12].

Visualizations [VDSK23]. Visually [GSO+10]. Visuo [NNRR+21].


Voltage [DNPC+22, KKM+22]. Volumes [BBA21].

Volunteer [And21, Kra20, XQLZ19]. Volunteered [NZZ13, NZ14]. Vote [CKFH22, TMP22].

VPN [GMD+22]. VQ [CCKH21].

VQ-Compressed [CCKH21]. VR [BOK+21, FOJE19, LB23]. vs [BTB22, GKS10, KDD+21, MKKG19, NS12, PdRB19].

Vulnerabilities [ITZ20, LLCL23, RKY20]. Vulnerability [AN22, HCHP16, NPMPM23, RBVV22, TMW20, YZC+20, ZL22].


Watching [UUT+19]. Water [GSL20b, JMJ+22, XLJ+22]. Watermark [FR15, GRRZ18]. Watermark-Based [GRRZ18].

Watermarking [BCG10, Frn23, SS17, ZWW17, ZWZ17].

WATS [FTAA21]. WATS-SMS [FTAA21].


Weak [HP21]. Weakly [GGD23].

Wearable [KKL+20, SOA+20]. Wearables [BS17]. Weather [CHH+16]. Web [AN22, AV23, AAD+12, BFFZ+12, CP10, CB16, CHH+16, DBD+14, DCHM16, DV23, ERBL12, FAS+23, Fer12, FAB+12, Fra18, FHS+10, Goe12, GNK+10, GNNZRCRG18, HSC19, HDL+14, HG12, IFF21, JDI21, Jur12, KMS+12, KSO19, LPPG22, LSL+12, MMD22, MG12, MGBG21, MDM21, MGLBMSC20, MUS11, NPB12, NIK+21, NB12, PDTM15, PV20, PFFLT12, PR12, RRM22, RKM+22, RDD+14, RMB+12, RCGM21, SPSS17, SWJ20, SLY+12, TL19, VL18a, VKV+21, VKV+22, Whc09, XJ10, YB22, YMJ20]. Web-Based [HG12, KSO19, LSL+12, MUS11, SLY+12].


Well [DG20, HCW20, LL20b, PPDC22].


Wi-Fi [BCM+19a, Lee17a, Lee17b, CBK22, MN21, MTM22]. Wide [FM16].

Wideband [MR23a, WHLH13, WWYQ19].

Wiki [Cap12, PLSF14]. WikiGIS [BRBC14, RMB+12].

Wikipedia [BdBC23, DeD16, FTAA21, HD16].

Wildlife [OAG21]. Will [LQFI17, Pil18, RBVV22].

WiMAX [CLZL18, HYL13, SIJA10]. WiMAX/WLAN [CLZL18]. Wind [LY23, WLZ18]. Windows
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Winter [USS19].

Wireless
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Wireless-Powered [SNH+19]. Wise [GTC19].
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without [WHW22]. WLAN [AKJ120, CLZL18, MSK+18]. WLANs [LY118, LWY20]. WMNs [YC16]. WMS [DPR+21]. Word [KA22, LTM+22, OY19, YWS22].

Word-Level [YWS22]. Word2vec [OY19].

WordNet [OY19]. Words [YKC19]. Work [AMEF21, HM20, QXC+21]. Workcell [SU17a]. Worker [DQ18, SU17a, SU17b, SU17c]. Worker-Cobot [SU17c]. Worker-Industrial [SU17a]. Workflow [LCS12]. Workflows [AD18, CMO+21, HC21]. Working [BR21].
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